Introduction
"... valuable know-how as well as excellent equipment, fitting into the
constraints and limitations of poverty and suitable for genuine development, exist
all over the world—in the rich as well as the poor countries. But it is scattered,
hidden, often very poorly documented, and generally inaccessible to those in need,
when it is most needed. Countless men and women 'in the field' are trying to solve
problems for which solutions have already been found somewhere else; are
embarking on experiments which have already been shown to be unfruitful; are
trying to find methods of working and items of equipment which may be available,
but they do not know where. At this level of know-how and technology there is
almost total lack of effective international communication."
—E.F. Schumacher, Appropriate Technology Journal, 1976

T his book represents an attempt to improve access to information on smallscale technologies. Our purpose is to present a selection of capital-saving, laborusing tools and techniques that already have proven to be valuable in different
circumstances around the world. We do not suggest that any specific technology will
always be appropriate. The appropriate technology worker needs options, not a
prescribed package of technology.

Appropriate Technology
What is appropriate technology all about? It is a way of thinking about
technological change, recognizing that tools and techniques can evolve along
different paths toward different ends. It includes the belief that human
communities can have a hand in deciding what their future will be like, and that
the choice of tools and techniques is an important part of this. It also includes the
recognition that technologies can embody cultural biases and sometimes have
political and distributional effects that go far beyond a strictly economic evaluation.
"A.T." therefore involves a search for technologies that have, for example,
beneficial effects on income distribution, human development, environmental
quality, and the distribution of political power—as well as productivity—in the
context of particular communities and nations.
The appropriate technology movement in the rich countries such as the
United States got started due to the convergence of a variety of concerns. These
included the need to find a more harmonious and sustainable relationship with the
environment, identify a way out of the accelerating energy and resource crises,
reduce alienating work disconnected from its products and goals, develop more
democratic workplaces, bring local economies back to health with diverse locally
owned and operated enterprises, and revitalize local communities and cultural
traditions. Thoughtful, careful social choices are needed to correct the excesses and
imbalances of an industrial culture driven by materialism. An essential quality of
the appropriate technology movement in the United States can therefore be
expressed by the word "restraint".
The appropriate technology movement in poor countries has, on the other
hand developed in a very different fashion. In rich countries, the investment
required to create one new manufacturing job typically is in the range of $20,000$150,000, and in heavy industry this figure is higher still. In the poor countries the
small amounts of capital available have usually been concentrated in the small
industrial sector, creating very few jobs due to the high investment required per
workplace. The appropriate technology movement in poor countries has come out
of the recognition that industrialization strategies have not been successfully
solving the problems of poverty and inequality. Indeed, in many cases
"modernization" efforts have been massive assaults on local culture. The result for
hundreds of millions of people has been the modernization of poverty—the neglect
or construction of traditional craft occupations, the consolidation of farmlands into
fewer and fewer hands, and the division of communities, leaving these people to
eke out an existence on the fringe of economic activity. The appropriate technology
movement in the developing world has developed as "the art of the possible"
among the world's poor, seeking ways to solve pressing basic problems and create
jobs with resources consisting of local skills and materials but little surplus cash.
From these different origins, the appropriate technology movements in rich
and poor countries have been moving towards each other. The development of
renewable energy technologies has long been a chief area of activity among U.S.
appropriate technology groups. It moved high on the list of priorities in oilimporting poor countries in the late 1970's, as they faced high prices and scarcity of
fuel for buses, tractors, and irrigation pumps. Similarly, environmental protection
has gained increased attention in poor countries as pesticides have created major
health risks for farmers and farm workers, and deforestation has reached a critical
level.

Criteria for Appropriate Technology
This book, though primarily oriented towards appropriate technology
activities in poor countries, contains relevant materials for North Americans as
well. The books and documents reviewed here describe tools and techniques that, in
general:
1) require only small amounts of capital;
2) emphasize the use of locally available materials, in order to lower costs and
reduce supply problems;
3) are relatively labor-intensive but more productive than many traditional
technologies;
4) are small enough in scale to be affordable to individual families or small groups
of families;
5) can be understood, controlled and maintained by villagers whenever possible,
without a high level of specific training;
6) can be produced in villages or small workshops;
7) suppose that people can and will work together to bring improvements to
communities;
8) offer opportunities for local people to become involved in the modification and
innovation process;
9) are flexible, can be adapted to different places and changing circumstances;
10) can be used in productive ways without doing harm to the environment.
Some of the reasoning that underlies the concept of appropriate technology
may be summarized as follows:
1) it permits local needs to be met more effectively because local people are involved
in identifying and working to address these needs; for the same reasons, it is likely
to be in harmony with local traditions and values;
2) it means the development of tools that extend human labor and skills, rather
than machines that replace human labor and eliminate human skills;
3) it represents a comprehensible and controllable scale of activities, organization
and mistakes, at which people without management training can work together and
understand what they are doing;
4) it allows more economical operation by minimizing the transport of goods in an
era of expensive energy, allowing greater interaction of local industry and

permitting greater use of local resources—both human and material;
5) it makes unnecessary many expensive or unavailable finance, transportation,
education, advertising, management, and energy services; avoids the loss of local
control that use of such outside services implies;
6) it helps to establish a self-sustaining and expanding reservoir of skills in the
community which begins from already existing skills;
7) it provides a region with a cushion against the effects of outside economic
changes (e.g., the collapse of the world sugar market or the sudden unavailability of
fertilizer);
8) it helps to reduce economic, social, and political dependency between individuals,
between regions, and between nations, by recognizing that people can and will do
things for themselves if they can find a way. (See Tom Bender in Sharing Smaller
Pies on many of the criteria listed here.)

Addressing Many Obstacles
Appropriate technology has special appeal probably in part because it
addresses a number of problems at once. The emphasis on self-reliance and local
production for local needs removes from the list of development obstacles many of
the inequities of an international system that is dominated by the expensive
technology and economic power of rich countries. At the same time, the lack of
well-developed infrastructure and the shortage of highly trained human power to
efficiently run large industrial organizations become much less important when
production is decentralized. It is probably for these reasons that the concept of
appropriate technology is so popular. Those who believe in small entrepreneurial
capitalism, democratic institutions, decentralist Marxism, European socialism,
African communalism, Buddhism, and numerous other systems can find much of
value in the ideas underlying appropriate technology.
Nicolas Jequier has described the popularity of the appropriate technology
approach as evidence of a "cultural revolution" in development thinking. The
elements of self-reliance, local initiative, and local control that are essential parts of
this approach present a challenge to conventional thinking in the development
institutions.

The Village Perspective
Up to 80% or more of the population in most developing countries lives in
rural villages. Many of the people in urban areas fled the stifling lack of
opportunities that tends to characterize rural areas. Thus successful rural
appropriate technologies might concern some 90% of the population. An important
voice in the dialogue about village technology can and should be provided by
educated people working in rural areas in small projects. However, many of these
people seem hesitant to get involved in experiments with technology, perhaps
because this is seen as the work of engineers and scientists, and therefore as too
difficult for others to undertake. Yet, the development of appropriate technology is
not solely or even primarily a question of engineering design—it involves a wide

range of considerations.
Appropriate technology work cuts across traditional lines of expertise, and
benefits from the insights of local farmers, technologists, educated generalists and
business people. The small-scale technologies and techniques covered in this book
are not particularly difficult to understand. Village problems do not generally
require the importation of licensed technology, the intervention of multinational
corporations, or the use of computer printouts for their solutions. These problems
are centered around basic needs such as water supply, adequate housing, increased
food production and processing, crop storage, and fuel supplies. Many people with a
generalist background who are now involved in running small village
development projects are quite capable of studying, understanding and effectively
using most of the books reviewed here on these subjects. There is a clear need for
such people to think of themselves as "village technologists" who support small
experiments and tests, and who try to make villagers aware of what has been done
elsewhere.
It is increasingly evident that appropriate technology workers should be
forging relationships and making alliances with people active in complementary
development activities, such as community organizers, planners, university
students and faculty, staff of small business and cooperative promotion programs,
members of unions and peasant organizations, teachers in technical high schools,
and librarians. All have much to share with technologists. For this reason we have
added new categories of readings to this book over the years. One section is
concerned with strategies for appropriate technology and local self-reliance.
Discussed here are the advantages of small scale in community-based efforts, and
how government policies can support those efforts. Another section reviews the
literature on the successful operation of small businesses and cooperatives—
important vehicles for the application of appropriate technologies and the equitable
distribution of the benefits. Educational strategies that support local problemsolving are necessary if local knowledge of needs and the power of community
action are to be tapped. We have therefore included chapters on science teaching to
support local technical innovation, and nonformal education approaches and
training techniques.
The theme of people's participation runs through much of what has been
said about appropriate technology. This comes in part from a philosophy which
measures development in terms of the people's skills and their ability to solve their
own problems.
In northern Bali there is a village in which the people have been very active
in their own self-help projects for many years. They asked an engineer in a nearby
town if it was true that electricity could be produced by harnessing a small stream.
They ended up getting all the technical help they needed to design a small water
turbine system, which they proceeded to build and pay for themselves using money
from the sale of coffee. They had to buy the generator and they had the simple Banki
turbine made in a large city, but the dam construction, the turbine installation, the
wiring throughout the villages and all the rest were done by the villagers
themselves. This is a dramatic example, which admittedly could not have been
completed without the coffee revenues. Yet it demonstrates that remarkable things
are possible when villagers are organized and begin to believe that they can work to
develop their own village.
The decentralization that should be part of participation also makes a great
deal of sense from a technical standpoint:

"Detailed technological information in terms of local labor conditions, and
the resource situation, transport facilities, etc., may well be more easily accessible to
the man on the spot, but does he really know very much about the relevant
technology used in other economics but not yet locally? Certainly, if he learns more
about the experiences of other countries, he may well be in a better position than the
man at the center to judge the local technical possibilities in the light of rural
conditions."
—Amartya Sen, in Technology and Employment in Industry

Natural Resource Conservation
While A.T. offers an approach to development that balances the various
development needs of the local people, it has a similarly important role to play in
minimizing ecological destruction. Forests are being destroyed around the world at a
rapid and ever-increasing rate. In the last 20 years, hundreds of millions of hectares
of forest have been cut or burned for timber harvesting, cattle ranching, and
agriculture.
The consequences of this rampant destruction are felt around the world.
People living in forest areas feel the impact most immediately. For them,
deforestation has meant scarce firewood for cooking, as well as the loss of plants and
animals used for food, medicine, housing and other daily needs. The impact on the
global economy and environment, though less apparent, may ultimately be
destructive. The loss of forest biomass is a major contributor to the process of global
warming, an increase in air temperatures worldwide that could radically affect
agriculture and cause flooding of coastal areas by melting polar icecaps. Forest
destruction has led to the extinction of numerous plant and animal species. The loss
of biodiversity undermines the resilience of the world's interrelated biological
systems, posing what many biologists believe is the greatest threat to life on the
planet.
A tension exists between the ambition for rapid economic development and
the ultimate need to conserve natural resources. Many governments and
development projects have failed to recognize the environmental costs of
timbering, cattle ranching, and large dam projects in ecologically sensitive areas.
After the short-run benefits have been reaped, such mega-development approaches
can seriously damage the natural resource base and therefore yield low or negative
economic returns in the long run.
In one common pattern, roads pave the way for colonization of forest areas by
people displaced by poverty from other areas. Lacking appropriate tools, these
settlers clear the forest for slash-and-burn agriculture, only to find that within
several years the soil has been depleted and more forest must be cleared. The tools
and techniques described in this book offer at least partial solutions to these
problems. A.T. can help make agriculture and agroforestry a sustainable
undertaking, halting this cycle of forest destruction. Other A.T. approaches can foster
more economically stable and environmentally benign development.
Short-term thinking about these issues is as common in the world's rich
countries as in poor countries. Yet the very nature of the problem, as well as relative
disparity in resources available to help address it, suggest that the costs of a more
environmentally sound development will be shared. Many governments and

major development agencies now recognize the importance of this threat and are
supporting increasingly ambitious and innovative conservation programs.

The Recent Track Record
We wish we could report that the purely technological reasons for poverty
(inadequate tools and techniques and therefore inefficient use of labor and
resources) are well on their way to being eliminated. Unfortunately, this is far from
being true. The achievement of some respectability for appropriate technology
within both the academic community and the development community over the
past fifteen years does not mean that a major effort to apply A.T. concepts is
underway. During the same period, the running shoe industry in the United States
reached billions in annual sales. Shoe designs have improved dramatically, as large
sums of money have been devoted to research and development in the race to make
better shoes to protect runners from injury. In comparison, progress in appropriate
technology efforts have certainly not been as well-funded. In 1985, $100 million in
talking toy bears were sold to the U.S. public. This exceeded the value of all newly
designed equipment promoted as appropriate technology sold in the developing
world (though not the value of all the equipment that could be classified as A.T.).
A general reevaluation of the potential and role of A.T. as an important part
of development strategy has been taking place in recent years. Progress has seemed
slow to many observers, and aid projects intended to push appropriate technologies
have often been ineffective. Yet the experience in the last twenty years, as
documented by the books reviewed here and incorporated in the A.T. Microfiche
Library, points to an exciting number of successes, new insights, and advances in
technology in almost every field.
Much has been learned from the failures in the past, which deserve some
attention. In the first ten years of widespread, enthusiastic A.T. activity around the
globe, the same 15 items were built and rebuilt, and research centers acquired
cemeteries of artifacts with which to impress international visitors. Most of this
equipment was not very economical or practical. One common reason for failure
has been that the economic viability of new technologies was not explored.
Technology is fundamentally the application of human knowledge to create a tool
or technique to perform an economic task. To ignore the economic aspects of a
technology is to ignore the main factor determining eventual success or failure of
that technology in the outside world. To many readers, this linkage between
technology is self-evident, yet it is widely ignored by voluntary organizations and
R&D institutions in the developing world. A simple economic evaluation is an
important first step in considering technology projects. It allows technologies with
little or no economic value to be screened out, and those with strong economic
advantages (and benefits to the users) to be more readily identified.
There are now many A.T. success stories, typically the result of long-term
(five years or more) programs with strong field testing components. Hundreds,
thousands and tens of thousands of units of these technologies have been sold and
installed and are providing good service. Examples include improved cookstoves in
Sri Lanka, Nepal, Kenya, Indonesia and elsewhere (more than 25,000 distributed);
hand-operated Rower pumps for irrigation in Bangladesh (5000-10,000 distributed);
foot-operated treadle pumps for irrigation in Bangladesh (20,000 distributed);
double-vault water seal latrines in India (60,000 installed); water turbines for mills
in Nepal (hundreds installed, providing milling services to hundreds of thousands
of people); oral rehydration mixes to combat infant diarrhea (millions of packets

distributed). The World Bank, one of the largest of the international institutions,
has made a great contribution in searching for, compiling, evaluating and field
testing low-cost water supply and sanitation technologies. They have demonstrated
that there are a number of economical, technically-proven alternatives to the costly
municipal water and sewage systems seen in rich countries. Thousands of
insightful, creative people around the world have become intrigued by the
possibilities, and have conducted solid experiments that have led to a variety of
maturing technologies. The 125 books added to this edition of the Sourcebook
document many of these.
Although funds for appropriate technology work are short, the largest single
factor preventing more rapid progress is probably the lack of understanding of how
organizations can combine funds and human resources to efficiently develop and
market technologies. In the case of international aid agencies, the challenge is how
to effectively support local groups in their work. There are, for example, a number
of communications tasks or "overhead functions" that need attention. These
include smoothing the flow of technical documentation, disseminating information
on successful policy measures, supporting dialogue between partner institutions,
and channeling small amounts of funds to grass-roots technology research and
development efforts. Some of these might be tasks that existing international
agencies or networks should take on or support others to take on. Other tasks are
perhaps best initiated and financed by local networks or individual groups. Yet
differing languages and cultural attitudes are barriers to building systems that work,
and the differences in organizational forms among cultures make the challenge
more difficult.
There continue to be well-funded pilot projects demonstrating too expensive
"village" technology. Genuine grass-roots practitioners are scarce at conferences,
where sympathetic non-practitioners, unfamiliar with the daily obstacles to
technology improvement in the field, have difficulty identifying the truly useful
"overhead functions" that coalitions and aid agencies could perform.

Institutional Change
Now that appropriate technology is being added to the activities of national
and international organizations, it is catching the interest of those who would like
to use elements from it to repair the creaking, battered bridges of development aid.
A.T., however, is an awkward approach to incorporate into large agency planning
efforts. The concept of "local self-reliance", for example, is difficult to define or
quantify and will vary from place to place. Furthermore, it is a quality that can be
either nurtured or destroyed from the outside, but never created. "Self-reliance" also
sounds vaguely utopian or ideologically tainted. To many planners it looks
unnecessary, and out it goes.
Equally difficult is the concept of "people's participation". "Participation" is
probably the most often invoked and least often attempted aspect of rural
development programs. Participation is often interpreted to mean the carrying out
of instructions . This kind of interpretation makes participation simply a measure of
the degree of local acceptance of a project, not a strategy for success and human
development. Nor does this approach to participation contribute at all to an ongoing
process of community problem-solving. A higher state of participation may be
reached when community reaction is sought to the activities planned by the
intervening agencies. Such an approach is sometimes taken in the hope that local
enthusiasm will be increased and gross mistakes (due to factors unknown to

planners but evident to the community) can be avoided. Yet even this leaves the
community in essentially a passive role, as Denis Goulet aptly points out:
"One may plausibly argue that to structure feedback is merely to assure that
any participation elicited will be a mere 'reaction' to what is proposed. To propose is
thus, in effect, to impose, inasmuch as those who plan initial arrangements do not
provide for a feed-in at the early moments of problem definition. Feedback prevents
non-experts from gaining access to essential parameters of the decision process
before these are congealed."
—Denis Goulet, The Uncertain Promise: Value Conflicts in
Technology Transfer, 1977
In true participation, community members are involved from the outset,
beginning with the setting of the development priorities. Large development
agencies generally lack the local contacts and rapport with community members
required for project participation. They may be further constrained by a need to
move quickly in project implementation.
Another important concept in the A.T. approach is that development should
increase (or at least not reduce) the ability of the poor to cope with their problems.
Yet the project designer is hard-pressed to insure this; no project's consequences can
be fully known beforehand. Unpredictability must be kept in mind when evaluating
the kinds of activities that are chosen. We should ask ourselves: What new risks
come with the proposed activity? Will this project make the poor more or less
capable of dealing with unforeseen problems and crises which may arise? These
questions are particularly important when we consider projects that tie the poor into
the world economy. Planners and decision-makers have pointed to international
markets and invoked the benefits of "interdependence," but have neglected the
question of who stands to lose out when times are difficult. For it is the poor, in the
end, who will be hit by famine when the crop fails, be left with their equipment idle
when fuel is unavailable, and find themselves on the street without work when
fashions change and their exported handicraft product is no longer in vogue.
These, then, are some of the reasons why it is difficult to incorporate A.T.
principles into large agency programs of action. Concepts like "local self-reliance"
and "people's participation" are difficult to work with and therefore not popular
with planners. Yet when the small farmer is integrated into the world economy, the
roller-coaster price cycles of international commodity markets can undercut his or
her chances for self-reliant advancement. Unless thoughtful attention is given to
these difficult issues, projects and programs will have little about them that is really
"appropriate."
Policymakers responsible for the national decisions that influence
technological change also need to carefully examine whether their policies are
supportive of appropriate technologies. People who work with appropriate
technologies at the grass-roots levels in many countries consider governmental
measures out of touch and ineffectual, and have become thoroughly skeptical of
government and international agency activities labeled "A.T." In few countries
have the policymakers provided evidence to change this view.
If the world were made up of autonomous communities, people could make
their own choices about technological change. But the image of the completely

isolated village is an illusion. In Indonesia, for example, where more than 70% of
the population lives in rural areas, most have watched television and know of
Honda motorcycles and Levi's jeans. The materialism of the West has very nearly
reached the farthest corners of the earth, and profoundly affected the aspirations and
behavior of much of humanity. In villages in which the largest killer is infant
diarrhea, people save from tiny disposable incomes to buy quartz-crystal watches,
cameras, and motorcycles while the need for clean water goes unaddressed. Not only
the landless but also the young, and the bright, and the enterprising people are lured
to the city. They leave behind village economies drained of resources by
international soft drinks, cigarettes, and consumer goods, and drained of talent by
the pull of economic opportunity and "modernization."
Local A.T. workers must consider these powerful forces influencing the
communities in which they work. Community-based development strategies will be
up against great odds where the vitality of the community has been sapped. It is just
as clear that neglect at the national level will greatly increase the odds against A.T.
development.
The challenge is to devise policy measures and government programs which
will support widespread local A.T. efforts—instead of replacing or attempting to
direct them. Nicolas Jequier notes that the A.T. movement does
"... not really know how to handle A.T. on the scale that is required by the
needs of hundreds of millions of poor people .... The problem in effect is not simply
to develop more appropriate types of technology, important as this may be, but to
start redesigning the existing system of planning, investment, and development ...."
—"Appropriate Technology: The Second Generation," 1978

Who Are the Innovators?
There is a widespread misconception that new technologies are produced by
large groups of people working in government research centers. In fact, this has
rarely been true. The great majority of technological innovations have always been
the products of individuals and small groups of people. Small businesses, not
government R&D centers or large corporations, are the major sources of
innovations even in high-technology products such as microcomputers. For
example, in 1986 a new world record for the longest airplane flight without
refueling was set by the Voyager aircraft. This plane was designed by one man and
built and flown by his brother and a friend.
What kinds of individuals originate successful technological innovations?
The answer to this question is important in choosing a strategy for village
technology research and development. It has been commonly recognized that
engineers, scientists and foreigners have made significant innovations in a variety
of settings. Each of these sometimes overlapping groups has its own strengths:
engineers are versed in the fundamentals of design; scientists have powerful
conceptual and methodological skills; foreigners bring ideas from the outside and
insights from a different way of looking at problems.
It is not commonly recognized that craftspeople, farmers, and other villagers
have been contributing to the village technology innovation process for much
longer than the professionals and outsiders. The idea that poor farmers and

craftspeople are not inventive is an unfortunate misconception held (often
unconsciously) by people who have had little direct contact with villagers in their
own or other countries. In fact, the poor in both rural and urban areas around the
world show considerable ingenuity in using the materials available to them to solve
their problems. Recycling industrial materials into shoes and oil lamps, imitating
natural ecological interactions in small farming systems, and keeping vehicles
running for decades without proper spare parts are just three of thousands of
possible examples.
A person convinced of the existence of lively inventive activity among the
people of rural areas and urban slums of the developing world may still be inclined
to dismiss this as too small in magnitude to be relevant to appropriate technology
efforts. But is it? Suppose we assume that roughly 2% of any human population acts
in ways that deserve the label "inventor." This is the figure used for the San
Francisco Bay Area of California by a regional inventor's council. If this is accurate,
there would be 1.7 million "inventors" among the 85 million inhabitants of Java!
Obviously, these population groups are quite different. The San Francisco Bay Area
has a reported 100,000 inventors in a population of 5 million. The Bay Area contains
a large number of highly educated people, and is the heart of the rapidly growing
electronics industry. On the other hand, the mostly rural population of Java has a
greater daily involvement with tools and materials, a great range of traditional
technologies, and a larger immediate survival problem. Even if the figure of 2% is
reduced by a factor of ten, that would leave 170,000 people informally involved in
day-to-day village technology adaptations in Java. This figure dwarfs the number of
researchers involved in formal programs on the same tasks. Appropriate technology
efforts should be designed to take advantage of this large and creative group of
people and support them, with technical assistance when necessary and with formal
and nonformal education programs, to put such inventive activity on a firmer
technical footing and accelerate it.
We must keep in mind that craftspeople and farmers commonly have a
knack for devising tools. They also have a firm grasp of acceptability, affordability,
and usefulness that is sorely needed in institutional research and development
(R&D) programs. The magnitude of the potential contribution by craftspeople and
farmers in an innovation process is at least as great as that of the professionals and
outsiders. This suggests that programs for the indigenous development of
appropriate technologies should draw on the different perspectives and innovative
talents of each of these groups, by giving special attention to imaginative ways to
directly include the beneficiaries.

The Structure of R&D Efforts
Most research and development institutions in the developing world today
are structured in ways that work against the development of appropriate
technologies. This continues to be true even when the content of R&D activities has
been changed to "appropriate technology." Most of these institutions have staff from
an urban elite, who look to their peers for recognition. Facilities are located far from
villages and trials of new technologies are conducted in artificial environments. In
this kind of institutional setting, there is generally little place for (or interest in)
input from farmers and other villagers.
For years, observers from around the world have been pointing to the need
for direct involvement of farmers and other villagers in any technological research
intended to benefit them:

"The farmers in a land parcelization project complained of little or no corn
response to fertilizer even though it was required in the complete credit package ....
(Subsequent) results from Farm Trials indicated response in some cases, especially
in some of the hybrids tested, but in none was it profitable; conventional wisdom,
coupled with the natural tendency to consider fertilizer necessary in any complete
recommendation, had created a situation in which the farmers were being forced
into unprofitable investments ...."
—Peter Hildebrand, "Generating Small Farm Technology," 1977
"The challenge before us is to establish a system which will produce machines
that will make poor people more productive— machines that will work, will last,
and are affordable. In developing the system, we must ensure that the villager
becomes an active member of the research team. For it is the villager ... who is the
focal point of all this activity, and ultimately it is the villager who will judge if we
are making a serious effort to solve his problems, or if we are merely continuing to
tinker with his future."
—David Henry, "Designing for Development: What is A.T. for Rural Water Supply
and Sanitation?", 1978
Several of the books reviewed in this edition discuss and detail the necessary
steps for small farmer involvement in R&D work. They provide mounting
evidence that successful programs work with users beginning early in the process.
Those institutions and programs that continue without user involvement are not
succeeding in producing technologies that people want. In industry, the same
pattern holds: those companies that work closely with users when developing new
products are generally successful, while companies that do not have poor results.
With the cart still serving as the primary mode of transport of goods in many
countries around the world, virtually no systematic design work to improve these
had taken place until the last few years. Such neglect is not simply the result of
oversight but part of a pattern in which the research content and application of
science has been heavily biased toward the needs of industrialized countries. The
everyday pressing problems in poor countries have rarely been sufficiently unique
or "interesting" to attract the attention of the scientist eager to investigate some
phenomenon never before researched. This complaint is a fundamental one, and a
major reason for the existence of the appropriate technology movement.
How might research become more responsive and related to everyday
problems? One way, mentioned above, is to involve people who will use the fruits
of research in the research process itself, and in decisions about research content. An
alternative approach to research, already evidenced by some committed scientists
and technical people in the developing world, also offers promise. Whereas
commercial research and development has responded to the promise of economic
gain for the innovative firm (as in the case of the running shoe industry), the
"social entrepreneur" identifies needs and organizes responses primarily in hopes of
finding a better way to do things that will benefit many people. These investigators
choose to study new roofing materials and productive, ecologically sound small

farming systems, while their counterparts in the rich countries study such things as
the mating behavior of exotic fish.
"The prime criterion for good research should be that it is likely to mitigate
poverty and hardship among rural people, especially the poorer rural people, and to
enhance the quality of their lives in ways which they will welcome; that in short,
priorities should be arrived at less by an overview, grounded in the reality of the
rural situation. Starting with rural people, their world view, their problems and
their opportunities, will give a different perspective. To be able to capture that
perspective requires a revolution in professional values and working styles; it
requires humility and a readiness to innovate which may not come easily in many
research establishments."
—Robert Chambers, "Identifying Research Priorities in Water Development," in
The Social and Ecological Effects of Water Development in Developing Countries,
1978
There is a wide range of very low-cost village technologies that require little
more than local materials and labor for adaptation work, which could be carried out
by small organizations with few resources but close ties to users. Included here are
such important technologies as improved cook stoves and grain storage bins.
Moreover, many of the technological improvements involving the lowest cash
investments hold the greatest potential for spreading quickly in poor communities.

Science Teaching
The experience and natural inventiveness of local people have been
identified as key elements in relevant research and development efforts. Improving
basic science education could also strengthen and broaden the local capability to do
research and design work, harnessing the systematic methods of scientific inquiry to
the creativity and experience which people already possess. Yet education in
developing countries is rarely intended to promote a basic understanding of
scientific approaches to problem-solving, nor does it offer students skills that are
relevant to their daily lives. This is true in the secondary schools as well as the
primary schools which provide the only years of schooling for most rural people.
Major problems include the lack of affordable texts and lab equipment, the lack of
written or printed materials in the local languages, the failure of curricula to show
connections between science (with its odd lab apparatus) and the natural world, and
the meager science background among teachers. Most importantly, the basic purpose
and method of science is lost in the developing world's educational systems. With
little or no chance to participate in simple experiments, students do not learn to take
systematic steps in testing hypotheses and prototypes. Science is presented to them
as a set of abstract concepts to be memorized. Educational systems geared to the
needs of the few students who pass to subsequent levels (instead of the larger
numbers who leave school at the end of each level) make science courses primarily
tools for screening students rather than for developing a basic scientific literacy
throughout the population.
A way out of the dilemma may be found by relating science more directly to
the natural processes going on around students in their daily lives, by making low-

cost lab equipment (see the SCIENCE TEACHING chapter), and by using devices and
materials that are normally found in the community (such as bicycle pumps and
market scales). Students could then become directly involved in the systematic
procedures of science, learning valuable problem-solving skills. They could begin to
escape the deadening effect of rote schooling, where memorization rather than skill
development and understanding is the goal. Courses on simple machines and
agriculture, directly related to farm activities, could be included. This has been tried
with success. Special curriculum development and teacher training are crucial for
the success of such efforts.
This kind of shift in science education may be similar to what Albert Baez
(director of UNESCO's division of science teaching from 1961 to 1967) had in mind
when he observed: "The inquiry mode of science and the design of mode technology
should both infuse the science education of the future." ("Curiosity, Creativity,
Competence and Compassion—Guidelines for Science Education in the year 2000,"
by Albert V. Baez, June 1979.) In that 1979 paper he went on to note that both
Einstein and Edison were stifled and powerfully alienated by their early contact with
rote schooling. An essential part of a new approach to science education, he argued,
is the fostering of creativity. He cited a study which indicated that creative people
"challenge assumptions, recognize patterns, see in new ways, make connections,
take risks, take advantage of change, and construct networks."
It may be possible to create a corps of people who can use both "the inquiry
mode of science and the design mode of technology" to help solve the technological
problems of their communities. These people would receive special practical
training in addition to the new science courses. They would play a role similar to
that of the "barefoot doctors" who have been successful in China and an increasing
number of other developing countries. These "barefoot engineers" would not
replace other engineers, but would greatly increase the availability of technical skills
for problem-solving at the grass-roots level. In rural Colombia, the FUNDAEC
program has been training such a corps of "barefoot engineers" (see review of The
Rural University). These young people, coming from the rural communities with a
sixth grade education, go through a three year training program. A university based
group distills and combines concepts from a variety of technical fields, to arm
students with a set of skills relevant to the problems of their communities.

Basic Steps for R&D
From this discussion, we can identify at least four basic steps that are likely to
increase the relevance and productivity of appropriate technology R&D efforts:
1 ) Change the criteria for "good" research. Good research should be that
which is likely to reduce poverty.
2) Seek to understand the viewpoint of the poor—their perceptions of
problems and opportunities.
3) Actively include the poor, especially small farmers and crafts people, in
both decisions about research content, and in the research itself.
4) Offer basic relevant science education geared to the challenges of local
problems, with curricula adapted to employ available materials and common
devices to illustrate principles, and to provide young people and farmer-inventors

with a more scientifically sound basis for their innovation efforts. Offer related
courses on simple machines, how they work and how to fix them.

Education and Training
Relevant science education might accelerate the process of generating useful
and affordable village technology adaptations. There are other potential links
between educational efforts and improved tools and techniques as well.
Increases in the material standard of living come with advances in
productivity. This is accomplished through upgraded technologies, which embody
human knowledge, and increase the skills of the people. When better technologies
and skill development opportunities are widely available, increases may be seen in
the local standard of living.
Conventional development strategies and programs tend to concentrate
resources on a narrow range of activities. Scarce capital and R&D funds are
channeled to industry, which employs only a very small part of the work force.
Costly training programs yield small numbers of graduates for a few sectors of the
economy. A high rate of economic growth may occur in these sectors, but most of
the benefits reach only a few people. At the same time, the vast majority of
economic activities remain stagnant, experiencing no (or very slow) increases in
productivity. Important sectors of the economy may decline, as traditional materials
become scarce and some of the more capable workers move to the cities.
The appropriate technology approach therefore includes the question, "How
can we create conditions in which productivity in most important activities will
increase?" With the resources used to train one engineer, it would be possible to
train 10-50 or more farmer-inventors who would have incentive to focus their
efforts on raising productivity and earnings in the traditional sectors of the
economy. Such a shift in the emphasis of technical training could mean that people
would no longer be forced to simply wait for industrialization to make them either
prosperous or destitute. Instead, they could become involved in the development of
new tools and skills that emerge from the old, setting into motion a dynamic
process of productivity increases that actually involves the whole society.
Educational and training opportunities are also more than a strategy for
raising the productivity of ordinary people. They have intrinsic value too, in that
they broaden the intellectual and technical perspective, widen the horizons of
general knowledge, and help liberate individuals from the oppression of drudgery
tasks, poverty, and political domination. This "humanistic" perspective, which
asserts that relevant learning opportunities are inherently worthwhile, can be seen
at work in nonformal education efforts offering reading and vocational skills to
groups of out-of-school adults. Such an orientation favors promotion of
technologies and programs which have educational consequences for the poor
majority. Too often, however, development planners are not interested in the
widespread development of skills and knowledge that comes with decentralized
technology and participatory community development programs. Any extra effort
required to initiate an educational process may be seen as an obstacle to achieving
the more measurable goals (e.g., the number of wells and hand pumps installed or
the number of patients examined). The disregard of informal training effects when
pursuing narrow goals can be seen regularly in the way large programs are
organized.
The benefits of informal training, community organization, and an increased
local level of experimentation and problem-solving do not show up in the

calculations of categorical programs (which focus on one kind of development
objective, such as improved health or housing). These benefits are effectively
invisible, and they are not taken into account—except by the few categorical
programs that focus on these as their own particular objectives.
The example of the 2800 small-scale cement plants operating in the People's
Republic of China illustrates how widespread training benefits can follow directly
from choice of technology. These cement plants provide cheap cement for local
infrastructure construction projects such as irrigation canals; they employ ten times
as many people (per unit of output) as the conventional rotary kilns; and they
provide workers with a range of practical technical and administrative skills which
serve as a valuable foundation for other small industry activities. In this ease, the
skills of the rural population have broadened significantly—more than would have
been the case had the centralized "higher technology" rotary kiln been chosen.
Valuable informal training effects can also be seen in a wide variety of
private, day-to-day activities. For example, while in most poor countries managerial
and entrepreneurial talent is thought to be in short supply, children of ethnic
groups controlling particular economic activities (e.g., shipping or retail sales)
become exceptionally talented and successful business people. They do this without
enrolling in formal business training programs. Rather, they participate in daily
business activities, and have a high motivation to learn. Informal "learning by
doing" can also be seen when communities undertake their own development
projects. Mistakes are more evident and more likely to occur on a scale which is
correctable by the participants. Appropriate technology advocates should be aware of
these natural informal educational processes, and should think about ways to open
them up to more people.

Local Resources
"Personal and local resources are imagination, initiative, commitment and
responsibility, skill and muscle power; the capability for using specific and often
irregular areas of land or locally available materials and tools; the ability to organize
enterprises and local institutions; constructive competitiveness and the capacity to
cooperate."
–John Turner, Housing by People, 1976
Formal and informal learning opportunities—whether science education
offered in the classroom or the chance to acquire managerial skills in a factory or
business— are crucial in mobilizing these local human resources. Skilled, creative
local people will, in turn, be able to better use local material resources—often the
only alternative in poor countries:

"To construct using renewable resources is not a sentimental fad in an area
without exportable products to pay for imports .... In a low cash economy it is the
interactions of human resources with the immediate materials of the land that
provide for the richness and fullness of life."
—Peter van Dresser, Homegrown Sundwellings, 1977
We noted above that learning opportunities are often overlooked in the
calculations of development planners. Likewise, the local labor and materials are
frequently ignored when planners consider the assets of a poor community.
One of the prime considerations in the development of appropriate village
technology is to find ways in which people can invest their unemployed labor to
produce something of value. If these people are not fully participating in a market
economy (which is commonly the case), it is not a question of what manipulations
an economist can suggest to maximize the yield on their time and capital; capital, in
this case, is not easily measured because it is in the land and the trees and the
bamboo. Conventional economic analysis has little to say in such a situation because
such capital is generally ignored.
The investment of cash has the effect of mobilizing the efforts of other,
distant people; money for sheet metal, for example, pays for the efforts of the
workers in the mill and the miners who extract ore and coal, along with the
transport and "middle" workers necessary to bring this material to the community.
If we can accomplish the same task by mobilizing our own effort (e.g., building
effective grain storage bins using our own labor and locally available basket
materials and clay), we can avoid spending cash on sheet metal for bins. In other
words, labor and local materials can be converted into capital, without any cash
input. Which we choose (or are forced) to do depends on whether we know about
alternatives, whether opportunities to earn cash are available, what skills we have,
and which use of time and effort will most easily accomplish the task at hand.
Whenever jobs that pay cash are few but local materials and labor abundant, a
reliance on cash investment poses an unnecessary obstacle to the construction of
more effective grain storage bins, basic houses, or new agricultural tools.
The use of local materials not only offers opportunities for action where
money is scarce, but has other advantages as well. Nicolas Jequier has pointed to a
distinction between what he calls "systems-dependent" and "systems-independent"
technologies (see "Appropriate Technology: Some Criteria" in Towards Global
Action for Appropriate Technology, 1979). "Systems-dependent" technologies are
those which require, for example, a supply line of materials, spare parts, fuel,
maintenance and repair skills to be efficiently used. Any break in the chain of
related elements results in the idling of a "systems dependent" technology.
"Systems-independent" technologies, on the other hand, can be efficiently used
without such supply lines; they include tools, techniques, and structures that are
made of local materials.
Local materials are thus often the key to what members of a poor community
can afford to do. "Affordable," in this context, has a very different meaning than
"economically competitive." A technology is termed "competitive" if, over time, it
is cheaper than the conventional approach used to accomplish the same task. This
does not mean, however, that it is cheap enough to be affordable and a better choice
for the poor than what they currently use. For example, a windmill designer once
told us that he was pleased that windmills were soon going to be economically

competitive with diesel-driven pumps for water lifting, since oil prices were going
up. To a poor person who couldn't afford to buy or rent the engine-driven pumps
when oil was cheap, a steel windmill is equally out of reach. This is not to say that
steel windmills do not have a place in appropriate technology efforts; they may be
an excellent product with good prospects for replacing engine-driven pumps in
some areas. The windmill designs that are most likely to reach the poor, however,
are those that emphasize the use of local materials in their construction, and thus
minimize the cash investment required.
Similarly, a careful calculation of what constitutes an "affordable alternative"
should he made when we look at investments in improved cooking technologies
from the point of view of poor women. Because firewood used in cooking is the
major form of energy consumed in rural areas, fuel-efficient stoves could be a major
tool in the effort to increase available rural energy supplies (and reduce
deforestation). Yet most firewood is gathered (not purchased), and traditional
cooking stoves usually require little or no cash investment. Therefore, regardless of
how fuel-efficient an improved stove may be, it must also be very inexpensive to be
attractive and affordable.

A.T. and Income Distribution
Saving labor serves no purpose if it is your own job that is "saved" and no
other real employment—and thus income—opportunities exist. In China, in l9thcentury England, and in the developing world today, a central question regarding
mechanization and industrialization has been: Whose labor has been saved? Who
will benefit and who will simply lose any opportunity to earn a living?
In the industrialized countries, new jobs are theoretically created to replace
those that are destroyed. The fact that this has been an awkward, unequal and
demoralizing process is generally overlooked, while much is made of productivity
increases leading to benefits for all. (The stubborn persistence of high
unemployment and increasing inequality of wealth and income in industrialized
countries like the United States suggest that this process may finally come to a halt.)
Much mechanization and industrialization in the developing world has
simply cut people out of the production process, changing who makes the goods
(and thus who ends up with some purchasing power) without changing very much
the amount of goods produced or their prices. For example, when aluminum pots
replace clay pots produced by villagers, the result is a) a marginally better product, b)
the same number of pots in use, c) perhaps a lower price when calculated over the
life of the pots, d) a lot of unemployed potters who now have no purchasing power,
e) a smaller number of new jobs in an urban-based industry, f) an enriched
industrialist, g) a shift away from the products of village industry previously bought
by potters (e.g., tools produced by local blacksmiths) towards a smaller number of
highly processed foods, transportation services, and imported goods bought by urban
residents. In this example "productivity" (as measured by the amount of product
created per worker hour) has gone up, although total product has not. More people
are unemployed, income inequality has increased, and village development has
been set back. This process of destroying crafts has been repeated all over the world.
Without a political commitment to full employment and the sharing of the benefits
of technological change, the great technological gap created by the sudden arrival of
imported technology can thus quickly increase poverty. It is in grappling with this
kind of problem in societies shot through with inequalities that labor-intensive,
decentralized, productivity-increasing technologies have a role to play. The need is

for both national productivity increases and individual worker participation in
production and consumption.
The need is acute in the agricultural sector of poor countries, where most of
the people earn their livelihoods. To help the small farm family better use their
resources, a program to adapt agricultural tools and equipment could be aimed at
several categories of activities. One group of needed technologies are those that
speed work at the points in the agricultural calendar when all available person
power is released. Another tactic, one that the Chinese have used effectively in the
commune system, is to mechanize the particularly low-productivity activities that
are major time consumers in the rural sector, and shift this labor to other activities,
such as making threshers, pumps, and hand tractors. (The production of agricultural
machinery in the rural areas of China has meant that the equipment made is
responsive to technology needs and that mechanization does not necessarily replace
agricultural jobs with jobs in urban industry. This situation is virtually unique in
developing countries [see Rural Small-Scale Industry in the People's Republic of
China, by Dwight Perkins, et. al, 1977]).
When land ownership is heavily concentrated in a few hands, this labor
reallocation process is likely to be incomplete, leading to technology choices which
may not benefit the majority of the population.
"To maintain ... a rational growth of capital use in a low income economy,
small farmers do not experience the same pressure to substitute capital for labor; no
one wants to mechanize himself out of his job. Large farms are in fact the least
economical, in social account, in the use of scarce capital and underemployed labor.
Land reform countries generally exhibit a better record of a resource use that is
rational in social account."
—Folke Dovring, "Macro-Economics of Far Mechanization," 1978, in Agricultural
Technology for Developing Nations: Farm Mechanization Alternatives for 1-10
Acre Farms, 1978, emphasis added, see review.
Farmers who hire labor to carry out low-productivity activities are likely to
substitute machines when possible, thereby replacing a number of farm labor jobs
with a smaller number of machine operation and maintenance jobs. If farm labor is
in short supply, wages may rise with productivity and everyone benefits. This is
rarely the case in poor countries, however. More likely, the landowning farmer
reaps the benefits and some laborers lose their jobs.
The tenant farm family is less likely to be hiring labor, and has less capital in
any case to invest in machines. These families are faced with the possibility that new
technologies that raise the productivity of the land may lead to rent increases that
capture the gains. There are of course many ways they can invest their own labor,
through composting, tree planting, and general soil conservation work that pays off
over a long term. But they probably will be unwilling to make this investment,
fearing that they will not be around to reap the benefits.
These considerations make it unlikely that improved tools and methods for
increasing agricultural production can be targeted primarily for the tenant farmer.
The landless laborer is even less likely to be able to directly increase her or his
income through field crop technologies, unless production increases create more
work (e.g., at the processing stage). More to the advantage of tenants and laborers

would appear to be technologies for small-scale crop processing, drying, and storage;
home gardening; and household needs.
Of course, in many communities, most of the people own or have guaranteed
access to some land as individuals, through extended family ties, through legislated
communal family ownership, or through secure tenant-landlord relationships. In
these places there may be great scope for the application of small-scale agricultural
technologies which would increase the viability of small farms and result in broadly
distributed benefits. In many other communities, however, vigorous land reform
efforts may be necessary before much can be accomplished through agricultural
technology change.
Systems for renting machinery can be an important means of distributing
costs and benefits of new equipment among a large group of farmers. Such systems
work best when competition keeps the charges reasonable. Otherwise, rental systems
can be a means for owners to make monopoly profits; this is unfortunately quite
common. Cooperative ownership, by contrast, usually involves more management
problems but ensures a broader distribution of benefits. Cooperatives too, however,
are frequently taken over by elites.
We cannot automatically assume that new or adapted low-cost technology
will be "accessible" to the masses or equitable in its distributional effects. Many
small-scale machines imported into poor rural areas (such as Japanese enginedriven rice mills to Java) are affordable only to the wealthiest of rural people. Such
machines may be accessible and small, but they are not accessible or small enough.
Use of such machines can destroy jobs while providing benefits primarily to the
owners. On the other hand, such machines may provide a valuable service at a
reasonable price, in which case most of the community will benefit.
The foregoing discussion suggests that there can be fundamental political
qualities associated with scale and cost of technology. Large-scale expensive
technologies and centralized production systems tend to concentrate wealth, and can
be vehicles that destroy the livelihoods of the poor majority in developing
countries. Conversely, while village elites are quite capable of consolidating their
positions with "intermediate" technologies, small-scale tools and techniques are less
likely to contribute to the destruction of village economies. This is why technology
policy— the set of codes, incentives, and restrictions affecting the direction of
technological change—is such an important political matter. In almost all poor
countries, government policies are determined by a narrow group of urban-based
elites; thus the resolution of this important matter will not necessarily be in the
interests of rural people, much less the poor majority of rural people. Those who
govern, it seems, may perceive little benefit for themselves in wholeheartedly
instituting policy measures needed to support a small-scale technology strategy.
An equally important related political question is whether—with or without
substantial policy support—community organizations can exist or be created to
serve as mechanisms for technological improvements that benefit everyone. The
answer here seems to be a qualified "yes." Community organizers are becoming
interested in A.T. because some technologies offer the opportunity for substantial
benefits through community action, and thus encourage organization building.
Technologists, on the other hand, have become increasingly aware of community
organizing as a crucial activity (and even a requirement) for success of their
technology programs; a climate of community awakening, self respect, and
cooperation, and a chance to participate in a two-way dialogue, can have a major
effect on whether improved tools and techniques are applied successfully. Thus
appropriate technology and community organizing work are seen by many as

mutually supportive, each contributing to the progress and growth of the other.
Community organizers, while not seeking conflict for their own sake,
recognize that the small communities of the developing world are often riddled
with inequalities of wealth and power. An important step in community organizing
is to awaken a community to its own political, economic, and technical problems
and opportunities. Then the challenge is to find mechanisms which allow progress
for all, and prevent elites from taking over new community institutions. The
promotion of small-scale technologies faces the same hurdle—either strong
community organization or a very careful technology group (or both) may be
needed to ensure that a new technology will not become controlled by elites. (Elite
control is most likely with crop processing equipment, pumps and tillers, vehicles,
and equipment for small industry; it is least likely with household technologies—
improved stoves, home crop storage units, sanitation systems, and new
construction materials.) An important strategy for both appropriate technologists
and community organizers may be to concentrate initially on technologies which
will benefit all, regardless of differences in wealth and power. On this point, a
training team in rural India observes:
"Today there is much talk about 'total revolution' and radical transformation
of society. But what really matters are the changes taking place in the socioeconomic
reality of the villages where poverty crushes the poor. In this stark reality of life the
rural pool can hardly envisage more than creating for themselves some free space in
society where they can breathe more freely and begin to stretch themselves. What is
crucial at the moment is to create a base for joint action which is relatively free from
control of the locally powerful. Wherever this has been achieved, people begin to
move."
—Moving Closer to the Rural Poor, MOTT, 1979
Crucial "breathing space" for the poor may be created, without local political
opposition, through the use of improved stoves which save one third of the fuel
normally used in cooking, low-cost grain storage units that can significantly reduce
losses of grain stored in the home, or by water supply and sanitation systems that
can markedly improve human health. Properly chosen and developed, such very
low-cost technologies can provide a crucial entry point for community organizing
efforts. At a later stage, great inequalities may have to be confronted directly or
neither community organizing nor technological advance can proceed.
Those who have overlooked the importance of community organizing
should bear in mind that in addition to helping spread benefits of new technologies,
community organizations open up other possibilities. Community technologies,
such as water supply and sanitation systems, commonly fail when there is not a
high degree of participation (i.e., a local committee for maintenance and repair).
Technology adaptation and skills acquisition can also often be effectively pursued by
community groups. In addition, cooperative community organizations offer
members the chance to share resources and consolidate buying power. These
intertwining functions can be seen at times in the more successful farm
cooperatives:

"It was the farm co-op that got America's farmer out from under the
oppressive crop-lien system, which kept nineteenth century farmers in hock [debt]
to local merchants and distant brokers. Co-ops gave farmers an equal measure of
bargaining power in the marketplace. With co-ops, farmers could market their crops
directly, and could also do away with the hated middleman to purchase their
supplies."
—Jerry Hagstrom, "Whose Co-op Bank?", Working Papers, July/August 1980
The links beginning to form between appropriate technology and community
organizing should lead to ideas for organized cooperation on higher levels.
Community organizing, appropriate technology, and other allied groups from
different nations, for example, would find much in common and benefit greatly by
learning about each other's experiences. How might this come about?

Communications
The concept that improved village technologies should be based upon local
human and material resources, and be in harmony with local culture, has gained
great acceptance within the appropriate technology movement. As a result,
prevailing models of the role of communications in development have become
increasingly inadequate for A.T. advocates. The "diffusion of innovations" theories,
on which so many extension programs have been based, have assumed that
centralized agencies would determine which technologies to promote. For the most
part the task of communications has been defined, therefore, as the persuasion of
the poor "target" population to accept these solutions. This process has not left room
for input from the poor as to what solutions might interest them, nor has it allowed
for the fact that some needs are more pressing in one community, while entirely
different needs have priority in nearby communities. The extension agent has
typically been assigned to a vast area due to funding shortages, and has found his or
her impact seriously diluted. In addition, errors and misunderstandings have been
compounded as information passes from trainer to extension agent to "opinion
leader" to the rest of the farmers.
Two of the most serious problems with this kind of approach are: 1) there is
little room for "participation" by the beneficiaries except in the most minor sense—
carrying out instructions; and 2) information flows almost entirely one way, from
the central agency to the poor. It is therefore essentially impossible for the villager to
get technical assistance with anything except what the extension agent is promoting.
Not surprisingly, the technologies provided through this process have not been
notably "appropriate," nor have most extension programs achieved the success rate
(measured in numbers of people adopting the prescribed technologies) expected.
What are some of the elements that should be incorporated into
communication strategies to make them more consistent with A.T. concepts? If we
agree that an active level of participation in problem identification and solution by
the members of poor communities is highly desirable, this requires that they have:
a) access to information in a form in which it can be of practical use;
b) the ability to initiate communications in search of relevant experience and
information from other communities, including information on the successful
technologies that have been developed nearby, within the region, and around the
world;

c) support from those with more advanced scientific and technical skills,
through technical assistance centers that respond to requests.
A key local informal communication mechanism is the network, created by
the social ties of a community that lead people to help each other with skills and
pass on information. When new skills and information get into such a network
they become available for all members to tap. Car repair, home improvement and
many other skills in the U.S. are usually shared this way. Individuals pick up skills
and ideas from each other and pass them along to others. An approach designed to
take advantage of this phenomenon has been used effectively in teaching people to
build solar water heaters in the United States (see review of A Solar Water Heater
Workshop Manual, by Ecotope Group, 1978). A weekend solar training workshop
was regularly offered to members of social clubs—natural networks. Later these
people were in a good position to help each other properly complete solar water
heater installations for their homes.
On local, national, regional, and international levels, networks of appropriate
technology people are exchanging ideas and information in a highly active,
decentralized fashion. Mimeographed newsletters can be low-cost vehicles for
information exchange among groups across some distance. Grass-roots radio
programs produced on cassette tapes can be used as a forum for questions and ideas
about common problems (see review of Grass Roots Radio, by Rex Keating, 1977). In
this way, people at the grass-roots level can listen to each other. Some of the other
low-cost technologies for horizontal communication strategies, many of them
affordable at the village level, are documented in the LOCAL COMMUNICATIONS
chapter.
Organizations trying to help the poor find out more about technology options
should consider the possibility of producing and distribution catalogs to document
widely relevant technologies that are traditional and efficient, or new, or from
outside the country. (Many examples of such catalogs are contained within this
book, which itself is such a catalog. Perhaps the best examples of catalogs with
information selected for a particular developing country are the Liklik Buk, from
Papua New Guinea, and The People's Workbook, from South Africa.) The cost of
producing such a catalog is much less than the extremely high cost of operating a
technical information data bank that gathers information from all over, stores it for
retrieval, and responds to individual requests. Even in developing countries, when
the total cost of running a conventional technical information data bank is divided
by the number of requests, the cost per request can easily be $100-300—equal to the
annual per capita income in many countries (see Nicolas Jequier's discussion of this
in Appropriate Technology: Problems and Promises, 1976). Catalogs, by contrast, can
be produced at a cost of a few dollars each when several thousand are printed. They
should be designed to anticipate and offer answers to many commonly asked
questions, in addition to stimulating new thinking. This will not eliminate the need
for information banks, but it should reduce the costs of having skilled staff respond
to routine questions.

The A.T. Microfiche Library
An even more powerful tool for A.T. information is the library. If a high
quality technical library is available, A.T. practitioners can find answers to the great
majority of technical problems encountered in the field. The possibility of quickly
finding a solution to the problem at hand, rather than waiting weeks or months for
a book to arrive, means that far more questions will be researched, and fewer

opportunities missed. Unfortunately, few A.T. groups have a good library. The cost
of purchasing the books ($5,000 to $15,000 or more for a well-rounded collection) and
organizing, indexing and housing the collection makes such a library too expensive
for most organizations.
With this problem of cost in mind, we took our own A.T. library, upon which
the A.T. Sourcebook is based, and reproduced the books on microfiche, to form the
Appropriate Technology Microfiche Library. Microfiche are plastic cards, 11 cm by 15
cm, which contain very small photographic images of the pages of books. Each
microfiche card can hold 100 or more pages of information. A microfiche "reader,"
which operates much like a slide projector, is then used to view the pages.
By reproducing our 1000-title library in microfiche form, we are able to
produce and sell copies for 1/20 of the paper cost. This has enabled hundreds of
development groups with limited resources to have excellent libraries in their
offices. Each book included in the A.T. Microfiche Library is reviewed and indexed
in this Sourcebook.
Another powerful tool for information collection, storage and retrieval is the
computer. Unfortunately, computerized systems for controlling and providing
access to the information are ill-suited to a situation in which end users are scattered
about the globe in remote parts of poor countries. In addition to high cost, the
fundamental problem with such systems linking microcomputers to a centralized
computer database is that the information going into the database has to be screened
for relevance and accuracy. Unless this is done well by experienced and
knowledgeable people, the computer system will become a processor of "garbage in,
garbage out." A related approach is for the local group to tap into international
networks of microcomputer users for answers to their informational needs. The
problem here is that someone at the other end needs to have the time, knowledge
and resources to respond. Unfortunately, few people are in a position to volunteer
such assistance, leaving this role to the high-cost technical information data banks
mentioned above. Most productive applications of microcomputers in developing
countries are going to be for data manipulation, record-keeping, and word
processing, not technical information access, at least in the near future. Eventually,
CD-ROM technology will have a role to play.

Tasks for International Efforts in A.T.
By their very nature, appropriate technology organizations working at the
community level have few "disposable" resources to spend on anything but their
immediate activities. Lower priority is therefore usually given to experimentation
that is not linked to direct applications, careful preparation of documentation on
successful and unsuccessful work and searches for other groups with relevant
experience. Yet taking the opportunity to innovate at the community level and take
stock of useful information and experiences (including that from other groups), is
an important step towards the decentralization of technology choice and the
strengthening of community self-reliance.
There seem to be two categories of needs in international A.T. cooperation.
One is for grass-roots groups to know more about what other grass-root groups are
doing, both in terms of technology adaptation and strategy within the community.
A second need is for large agencies to better understand the aims and activities of
grass-roots groups so that assistance to them will be of greater value. One tactic
which has been used extensively in attempting to address both of these needs is the
international conference. Unfortunately, few if any people with direct experience

working at the community level are included in such meetings because they are
unknown to funders and conference organizers. Also, in many cases community
workers are understandably reluctant to attend meetings at which, all too often,
little is accomplished. Those who do attend risk being vacuumed up into a
planning, advisory, or administrative role which takes them away from work in
their communities. The more common conference-goers are expatriates and officials
from developing countries for whom international trade is (an expensive) part of a
way of life.
Regional and international networks and coalitions often suffer from the
same problem seen in international conferences. When those involved are a step or
two away from real grass-roots A.T. practitioners, the connection to real problems
and needs rapidly dwindles and may disappear altogether. Currently the greatest
need appears to be for more decentralized local networks and coalitions, whose
members may have more of immediate relevance to share with each other, and
who are less likely to face language and cultural barriers. Once local networks are
established and healthy, regional and international networks can be strengthened.
A.T. support programs might try to identify and support several kinds of
people. One is the "social entrepreneur," a creative individual who can recognize
social needs, overcome obstacles, and find ways to perform needed overhead
functions.
Equally important is the business entrepreneur (and her or his counterparts
in cooperatives and worker-owned enterprises) who can create, produce and market
tools at affordable prices.
The following are examples of specific functions in international cooperation
which could be supported by regional, national and international groups.

Communications, Documentation and Reference
Functions
1) Compilations of documentation on successful traditional technologies within a
country: of interest in the same country, in the region, and in the world; published
in book form.
2) Catalog publishing for low-cost dissemination of commonly relevant technical
information, and to provide access to additional, more specific assistance (some
examples are Liklik Buk, People's Workbook, The Whole Earth Catalog, and the
former Sears and Roebuck Catalogs; the last of these had wide circulation among
North American farm families before World War II).
3) Assembly or production of simplified basic technical reference books, translated
and adapted where necessary and made available at low cost. A Farmer's Primer on
Growing Rice and Where There is No Doctor have proven the value of this
approach.
4) Keeping unique and valuable reference books in print, by acquiring the
publishing rights and reprinting books that are out of print due to low commercial
sales. (For example, we have produced on microfiche more than 100 out-of-print
books.)
5) Library grants—sets of basic books (including those mentioned above) totaling 50-

100 volumes and distributed (for example, through national coalitions of
development organizations) directly to small A.T. groups, along with small
discretionary accounts through which these groups can pay for additional published
items acquired from around the world. (The A.T. Microfiche Library, which includes
most of the books reviewed in this Sourcebook, is such a low-cost basic library.)

People-moving Functions
1) Staff exchange programs among appropriate technology groups in different
countries to share skills and perspectives.
2) Short-term tours of successful A.T. programs, by groups of A.T. people, including
village crafts people and inventors.
3) International training exchanges of farmers and craftspeople; e.g., tapping
Javanese farmers to teach techniques of training and handling water buffaloes for
plowing and other field preparation work in areas where these skills are unknown.
4) In-country training exchanges among allied appropriate technology, community
organizing, nonformal education, and other groups.

Small Grant Programs
1) Seed capital to help equip small community-based appropriate technology groups
with workshop tools and libraries, involving young people and local crafts people.
2) Operating funds for the R&D or adaptation activities of small appropriate
technology groups.
3) Block grants given to establish appropriate technology organizations and
coalitions with proven records, distinct from grants for their own use. These groups
would identify new appropriate technology groups and pass on this money in small
amounts.
4) Small venture capital investments in enterprises to produce and market
appropriate technologies.

Funding Specific Technology Research
1 ) Pilot project testing and accelerated further refinement of specific technologies
identified as most urgent by a panel of A.T. activists; carried out whenever possible
by those who have done some of the important initial work. Selected would be
technologies that are broadly relevant to the daily needs of poor people in
developing countries. Where possible, several lines of development would be
pursued, so as to generate options that include a maximum of commonly available
local materials as well as options that require purchased materials.
2) National and international annual competitions with prizes awarded to the
innovations most likely to help alleviate poverty. The best entrants would be
documented in a catalog.

Most of the examples listed here have already been successfully tried at one
time or another. All of them deserve more attention than they are presently
receiving.
In the pages that follow, you will find reviews of more than 1000 books and
documents, on specific technical subjects as well as on many of the topics discussed
in this introduction.
—The Editors

Book Ordering
Information
Prices
The prices listed in this Sourcebook are an approximate guide to what you
will have to pay. While these prices were all accurate at one time, fluctuations in the
international exchange rates, changes by publishers, rising postal rates, and inflation
make it impossible to provide completely accurate price information in a printed
book.
Many of these publications are offered by small appropriate technology
groups. They are often quite willing to trade publications with other groups,
avoiding the problem of acquiring foreign currency, additional bank charges, and so
forth. Readers facing problems obtaining foreign exchange can also try to obtain
UNESCO coupons from the local UNESCO office. UNESCO coupons can be
purchased with local currency, and can be used to buy books from overseas. Most
publishers accept UNESCO coupons as payment.
The prices listed here sometimes include surface postage. Airmail postage
will often double the cost of a book. Airmail may be necessary, however, when it is
important to avoid the delay of 6 weeks to 4 months (depending on location)
involved in surface mail.
When ordering publications that require airmail shipping and/or an
awkward currency exchange process, we recommend sending an airmail letter of
inquiry to obtain the most up to date price information before sending payment.
Some publications have gone out of print since they were first reviewed.
These items are noted in the text. They represent less than 10 percent of the books in

this collection. These out of print books are reproduced as part of the A.T.
Microfiche Library.

Addresses
For most of the more than 1000 publications reviewed in this book, the
ordering address has been included with the review. For some organizations that
have multiple publications listed, we have used an abbreviated name only. This is
not intended to be a list of the "best" publishers and appropriate technology
organizations, but merely a means of saving a lot of unnecessary repetition. The
addresses are:
AHRTAG—Appropriate Health Resources and Technologies Action Group. They
publish books on health care and disability aids. AHRTAG, Three Castles House, 1
London Bridge Street, London SE1 95E, England.
BRACE— Brace Research Institute. Their particular focus is on water supply for arid
regions. Publications Dept., Brace Research Institute, MacDonald College of McGill
University, Ste. Anne de Bellevue, Quebec H0A lC0, Canada.
CWD—Consultancy Services Wind Energy Developing Countries. Research
institutes in the Third World may ask for one copy of any of their publications free
of charge. CWD has now merged with TOOL, but its publications (primarily related
to helping Third World organizations with efforts to use wind energy) are still
available from CWD, P.O. Box 85, 3800 AB Amersfoort, The Netherlands.
Dept. of Works (previously referred to as DWS)—Department of Works, Papua New
Guinea. They have a limited number of the publications reviewed here, some of
them priced and some of them available free to serious groups in developing
countries. Expect a small fee to cover postage. Please do not send personal checks on
private banks. Department of Works, Local Government Technical Services, P.O.
Box 1108, Boroko, Papua New Guinea.
ERIC— Educational Resources Information Clearinghouse. If you are not a Peace
Corps volunteer, this is the place to get Peace Corps publications. ERIC, Document
Reproduction Service, 3900 Wheeler Avenue, Alexandria, Virginia 22304-5110.
FAO— Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. Many of their
publications are available through FAO book distributors in developing countries.
UNIPUB is their exclusive sales agent for the U.S. and Canada, and should be
consulted for correct prices in these countries. To order outside North America,
write to Distribution and Sales Section, FAO, Via delle Terme di Caracalla, 00100
Rome, Italy.

GATE— German Appropriate Technology Exchange. Has a variety of English
language publications documenting technologies of interest in developing
countries. Publications are free to institutions in developing countries, which
should order from GATE/GTZ, Postfach 5180, D-6236 Eschborn, Germany.
Industrialized countries should send orders to GATE, c/o Vieweg Verlag, Postfach
300944,D-5090 Leverkusen 3, Germany.
GRET— Groupe de Recherche et d'Echanges Technologiques. This organization has
an extensive set of French language publications on appropriate technologies. GRET,
213 rue La Fayette, 75010 Paris, France.
IDRC—International Development Research Center. This Canadian aid
organization has consistently produced valuable books on subjects of interest to
village technology workers. Unlike their counterparts to the south, IDRC has
people from developing countries on their board. Their publications are free to local
people in developing countries. All of these publications are available in microfiche
form from the Communications Division. IDRC has sales agents and regional
offices around the world. IDRC, Box 8500, Ottawa, Ontario K1G 3H9, Canada.
ILO—Publications, International Labour Office, CH-1211 Geneva 22, Switzerland.
The U.S. branch office also has most ILO books available for sale: ILO Publications
Center, 49 Sheridan Avenue, Albany, New York 12210, USA.
IRC--International Reference Centre for Community Water Supply and Sanitation.
This special unit of the World Health Organization has produced many valuable
water supply books. IRC, P.O. Box 93190, 2509 AD The Hague, The Netherlands.
ITDG—Intermediate Technology Development Group. This organization, founded
by the late F. F. Schumacher in the 1960s, has produced the largest selection of books
on appropriate technology, while setting a standard of quality equaled by few. Many
of ITDG's books can be obtained in the U.S. from their distributor (ITDG of North
America, P.O. Box 337, Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520, USA). For a current
publications list, write to I.T. Publications, 103-105 Southampton Row, London
WC1B 4HH, United Kingdom.
NRI—National Resources Institute (formerly TDRI, Tropical Development and
Research Institute). NRI produces a variety of publications on tropical agricultural
products, and a series of booklets on simple processing tools (Rural Technology
Guides). No charge is made for single copies of publications sent to governmental
and educational establishments, research institutions and non-profit organizations
working in countries eligible for British aid. Publications Section, Natural Resources
Institute, Central Avenue, Chatham Maritime, Chatham, Kent ME4 4TB, United
Kingdom.

NTIS—National Technical Information Service. This U.S. government
organization reprints many of the publications originally produced by other
government agencies. For example, this is where things can be found when they
have gone out of print at the National Academy of Sciences. Most of this material is
available on microfiche, but unfortunately the original microfilming of most of
these documents was not of high quality. Paper copies are usually reproduced from
these microfiche originals, and are therefore both expensive and often not very
clear. Some documents are now available free or at lower cost through U.S. Agency
for International Development missions in Caribbean and Latin American nations,
in a special arrangement. NTIS is represented by local sales agents in about 20
different countries. When ordering from NTIS, you must include the "accession
number" listed with the review, or they may not be able to find the item you want
from among the vast collection of documents they have in storage. Orders should be
sent to NTIS, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161, USA.
Peace Corps—Peace Corps Information Collection and Exchange, 1990 K Street N.W.,
Washington, DC 20526, USA.
Popular Mechanics—These are photocopies of articles on homebuilt workshop
equipment that originally appeared in Popular Mechanics magazine. The photos do
not reproduce very well, but the drawings are generally clear. The plans are at times
rather brief; it is assumed that the reader has some familiarity with shop power
tools. All of the designs include small electric motors, and use commonly available
materials of standard sizes. Minimal skills are required for production. The
durability of this equipment will vary. Include the item's reference number when
ordering. Popular Mechanics Plans, Dept. 77, Box 1014, Radio City, New York 10101,
USA.
SATIS—Socially Appropriate Technology International Services, B.P. 2664, Dakar,
Senegal.
SDC—Swiss Development Cooperation (formerly SATA, Swiss Association for
Technical Assistance). This organization is now handled by SKAT, but publications
are available from SDC, P.O. Box 113, Katmandu, Nepal.
SKAT—Swiss Center for Appropriate Technology. They publish books based on aid
projects in various parts of the world. SKAT, Vadian Strasse, CH-9000 St. Gallen,
Switzerland.
TALC—Teaching Aids at Low Cost. An excellent source of low-cost books in the
health care field. TALC, P.O. Box 49, St. Albans, Herts. AL1 4AX, United Kingdom.
TOOL—The TOOL Foundation for Technical Development in Developing
Countries has members on many university campuses in The Netherlands. They

offer publications in English, Dutch and French, and publish a newsletter in Dutch
for people working in developing countries. TOOL, Sarphatistraat 650, 1018 AV
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
UNIDO—United Nations Industrial Development Organization. Most of the
UNIDO publications reviewed here are available free of charge to readers in
developing countries. Quote the publication number with the title. Documents
Unit, UNIDO F-355, P.O. Box 300, A1400 Vienna, Austria.
UNIPUB—This U.S. company handles a large number of United Nations
publications, along with those of other international organizations such as FAO and
IDRC. UNIPUB, 4611-F Assembly Drive, Lanham, Maryland 20706-4391, USA.
USGPO—United States government Printing Office. In contrast to the high prices of
NTIS, USGPO has very low prices. Make checks payable to Superintendent to
Documents. USGPO, Washington, DC 20402, USA.
VITA—Volunteers in Technical Assistance. This group does not send volunteers,
but handles requests for technical information, which it forwards to a network of
U.S.-based volunteers for response. They have a long publications list, and accept
UNESCO coupons in payment. Overseas orders should add $3.00 for surface mail
and $5.00 for airmail per title ordered. VITA Publications Services, P.O. Box 12028,
Arlington, Virginia 22209, USA.
WEA—Whole Earth Access Company. These people stock books from many of the
small U.S. publishers, allowing you to obtain them from a single source. Whole
Earth Access, 2990 7th Street, Berkeley, California 94710, USA.
WHO—World Health Organization. They offer a discount on orders from
developing countries. WHO Distribution and Sales, CH-1211 Geneva 27,
Switzerland.

General References
A s most of the publications reviewed throughout this book can be
considered references, this chapter was created for special kinds of publications.
These include books and periodicals that span many topic areas, several
bibliographies, and directories of appropriate technology groups. Books that contain
information on a number of technologies within a single general subject area have
been placed in the corresponding chapters.
Entries in this chapter from Nepal, Bangladesh, France, Peru, Indonesia,
Papua New Guinea, India and South Africa each contain information on a variety
of technologies relevant to many developing countries. (See especially People's
Workbook and the Liklik Buk.)
More Other Homes and Garbage is a valuable textbook and reference for
calculations needed for a variety of technologies. Field Engineering and the turn-ofthe century Mechanical Engineer's Pocket-Book are packed with hard-to-find
technical information relevant to the rural areas of developing countries.
Four bibliographies have been included here. Non-Agricultural Choice of
Technique and Economically Appropriate Technologies for Developing Countries
lead the reader to the literature on the economic implications of technology choice.
Appropriate Technology Information for Developing Countries is an attempt to cull
and reevaluate U.S. AID and government research reports for possible relevance to
appropriate technology efforts—a difficult task. Guide to Convivial Tools, intended
for librarians, identifies the books of a new discipline—the study of the cultural,
social, and political conditions necessary to allow democratically determined limits
to industrial technology.

Rainbook and several other books are concerned with activities in the U.S.
The Foxfire books document historical technologies once widely used in the rural
areas of this country.
Six directories of appropriate technology institutions are included. The most
up-to-date is ITDG's aptly named Appropriate Technology Institutions: A Directory.
Readers operating information services or small libraries will find valuable
advice in Small Technical Libraries and How to Build Up a Simple
Multidimensional Documentation System. For those who just want to stir things
up a little, two formula manuals contain a number of household product formulas
that would also be relevant in the Third World.
More Other Homes and Garbage: Designs for Self-Sufficient Living, MF 02-47, book,
374 pages, by J. Leckie et. al., revised edition 1981, Sierra Club Books, San Francisco,
out of print.
This valuable, easy-to-read textbook contains well-illustrated presentations
that successfully make technical information available to people without formal
technical training.
Topics include: alternative architecture, small-scale generation of electricity
using wind power and water power, and solar heating of houses and water. The
solar section contains useful charts such as the coefficients of transmission of heat
for various building materials, and the proper solar collector orientation for
different latitudes. Biogas digesters are discussed in the waste systems section, while
the water supply chapter covers wells, solar distillation of water, pumps and water
purification. Each of the chapters includes many sample calculations to aid the
reader in understanding how to solve practical problems. The emphasis is on
providing the reader with most of the necessary background information needed to
design projects.
The new edition reflects a more sophisticated approach to the economics of
alternative technologies, and advances made in commercially available materials.
The section on solar thermal applications, in particular, has been thoroughly
revised.
While much of the content of this book is U.S. oriented, this can also be a
valuable reference in developing countries, especially for understanding basic
concepts and doing calculations correctly.
Field Engineering, MF 02-71, book, 251 pages, by P. Stern, F. Longland, et. al., 1936,
revised 1983, £7.50 paperback, £15.00 hardback, from ITDG; also from TOOL.
Workers in developing countries have long needed a simplified, small
engineering handbook for quick reference. This one was widely used in East Africa
from its appearance in 1936 until after its revision in 1952. The current, substantially
revised 1983 edition contains much basic information on surveying, building
construction and water supply. The many illustrations and emphasis on techniques
make this a handbook that will be useful to people without any engineering
background.
Simple surveying equipment and techniques are described along with how to
set out building plots. The characteristics of different building materials are
explained (wood beams, thatch roofs, tile roofs, reinforced concrete and more).
Pipelines and pumps for water collection and distribution, and basic latrine and
privy designs are covered. Earthen road and timber bridge construction are followed

by basic formulas for different power sources. Important design considerations, safe
loads, etc. are set out for most of these topics.
Readers looking for more extensive engineering reference material should
consult The Mechanical Engineers' Pocket-Book (1910 edition) included in the
microfiche library (paper edition out of print).
The Mechanical Engineers' Pocket-Book, MF 02-74, book, 1461 pages, by William
Kent, 1910 edition, paper edition out of print.
This long out-of-print engineering handbook contains information on a
range of technologies and materials that are still commonly used or that could be
used in developing countries, but have disappeared from current engineering
handbooks. While most of the information contained within will not prove of use
to most readers, the sheer size of this "pocket book" (1461 pages) means that it is
peppered with interesting entries. These include, for example: steam engines (140
pages), human and animal power, strength of lime and cement mortar, stresses in
framed structures (e g. timber bridge trusses), pelton wheel sizes and specifications,
sugar cane bagasse as a fuel, measuring water flow using "miner's inches" windmill
capacity and economy, weight of materials for roofs, characteristics and splicing of
wire and hemp ropes for power transmission and haulage, shearing strength of a
wide variety of American wood species, and use of belts for power transmission.
Introductory and summary material is provided for each section of the handbook:
strength of materials, geometry, calculus, mechanics, basic machines, water power,
etc.
The reader is to be forewarned that some of the information contained in this
book is no longer valid, as the composition of materials has changed over the years.
However, for the range of technologies on which it is almost impossible to find any
engineering information elsewhere, this is a welcome reference.
The Next Whole Earth Catalog, large paperback book, 608 pages, edited by Stewart
Brand, 1981, out of print, still available for $5.00 from WEA.
The Whole Earth Catalog was started in an attempt to provide information
about where to buy good quality tools (including books as "tools"). The Catalog
expanded from that vision to include books, products and information on
practically everything for the U.S. reader—from environmental law through French
cookware to mysticism.
The Whole Earth Catalog represents one of the best models for low-cost
information exchange anywhere, but little from the Catalog is appropriate to the
needs of developing countries. (In Papua New Guinea, development workers have
produced a local catalog of information and resources available within the country.
This is an excellent example of what can be done with this approach. See review of
Liklik Buk, MF 02-44).
Liklik Buk: A Rural Development Handbook/Catalogue for Papua New Guinea, MF
02-44,270 pages, ATDI, second edition 1977, 1986 edition £11.95 from ITDG.
Liklik Buk contains a wealth of practical information for rural development
in Papua New Guinea. Tells a great deal about who's doing what in PNG, and where
to go for further information.

There are 120 pages on crops and livestock, with attention to processing and
utilization. Some coverage of village industries (good short description of silkscreen printing and soap making), food processing, and building and roads
construction. 12 pages on health and nutrition.
The Design section includes many photos and drawings that are great sources
of ideas; some of the equipment could be built from this information alone. Of
particular interest are the pedal-powered thresher, winnowing machine, coconut
scraper, oil press, and sugar cane crusher. Some information is presented on
alternative sources of energy and water resource development.
An excellent model for what a national catalogue/handbook can be. Highly
recommended.
China at Work, MF 02-77, book, 357 pages, by R. Hommel, 1937 (reprinted 1969), out
of print in 1985.
The author lived in China between 1921 and 1930. In this remarkable book, he
examines "primary tools, those which met people's basic needs: the handcrafting of
tools, the providing of food, clothing, shelter, and transportation. The photographs
and sketches are thoroughly documented and the various processes explained."
There are more than 500 photos and sketches, and a very useful index with several
hundred individual items of village technology listed.
Although much of the material in this book is quite dated and primitive, the
book is so comprehensive that it undoubtedly includes a few useful items for any
village technologist.
Teknologi Kampungan: A Collection of Indigenous Indonesian Technologies, MF
02-60, book, 154 pages, by Craig Thorburn, June 1982, $5.00 from Volunteers in Asia,
Appropriate Technology Project PO Box 4543 Stanford CA 94309.
Successful, ingenious traditional technologies are used throughout the world
and represent an important resource of human knowledge that should be tapped in
appropriate technology development. The people of Indonesia, in the rural areas
and urban "informal sector," employ a great variety of clever, resource-conserving,
low-cost tools and techniques. Author Craig Thorburn has added 270 illustrations to
an informative text that will allow readers to make, use, or adapt many of the best of
these technologies to fit their own circumstances. Topics include agricultural hand
tools, water lifting devices, metal working tools including a carbide gas generator for
welding, fish traps and nets, crop threshing and processing equipment, stoves, threewheeled cycles, construction techniques and materials, waterwheels, and a variety of
other rural and small industry technologies.
Recommended.
Appropriate Technology: Directory of Machines, Tools, Plants, Equipment,
Processes, and Industries, MF 02-23, book, 280 pages, by M.M. Hoda, second edition
1977, Rp. 60 in India, US$13.00 plus $9.00 postage abroad, from Appropriate
Technology Development Association, Post Box 311, Gandhi Bhawan, Lucknow
226001, U.P., India.
This book exposes the reader to some of the intermediate technologies that
are relevant in Indian circumstances. Subjects include agricultural tools, crop

processing equipment, crafts tools, village and cottage industries, transport, water
supply, biogas, and solar devices.
More than 50 pieces of equipment are presented; the information has been
compiled from a variety of sources. There are descriptions, drawings and
construction notes for most of these. For the following items the material included
appears to be sufficient for construction: six agricultural hand tools, hand crop
duster, earth auger, hand seed drill, plant puller, seed dresser, oil drum forge, metal
bending machine, equipment for parboiling rice, hand-operated workshop drilling
machine, sugar cane crusher, equipment for making matches, equipment for
making candles and soap, three-geared cycle rickshaw, water seal latrine, hand
pumps, hydraulic ram pump, hand-operated washing machine, solar cooker, and
forms for casting well rings.
One Hundred Innovations for Development, MF 02-85, book, 80 pages, edited by
Gillis Een and Sten Joste, 1988, £8.50 from ITDG.
This is a collection of inventions and innovations submitted for
consideration as worthy of international awards for their significance and value.
Many of these inventions pertain to water, sanitation, agroprocessing and energy
technologies. Each of the first fifty items has a one-page description and illustration,
giving a sense of why the authors felt this was important. The last fifty items have
only a name and contact address.
Some of these items are well-known, others are not. Some are based on years
of field experience and carefully proven technology, while others have come out of
student projects.
One of our favorites is "bullet tree planting": "A mechanized tree-planting
system based on 'bullets', which consist of rigid plastic plant pots made to narrow
specifications. Each bullet is made of four identical pieces, which after planting are
forced apart by the growing tree roots .... The seedlings in their bullets are injection
planted with the aid of a manual planting" device, allowing rapid tree planting.
This system is reportedly widely used in Canada.
Traditional Crafts of Persia, MF 02-78, book, 304 pages, by Hans Wulff, 1966, MIT
Press, out of print in 1985.
An inventory with photos of the traditional crafts and tools used. Major
topics are metalworking, woodworking, building, ceramics, textiles, leather, and
agriculture. Descriptive text. Among the most interesting items covered are: flour
mills and rice hulling mills driven by wooden water wheels or vertical-axis
windmills; the Qanat water supply system; and oil-seed milling.
People's Workbook, MF 02-76, book, 560 pages, by Robert Berold et. al., 1981, 30.00
South African rands from Environmental and Development Agency, Box 62054,
Marshalltown, 2107 Johannesburg, South Africa; also from ITDG and TOOL.
A wonderfully-illustrated, large reference book/catalog, this is full of practical
information for rural development in South Africa. Major subjects are small
farming (crops, animals, tools, draft animal power), water supply, health, building
construction, working in groups and legal rights. The book begins with a lengthy
comic book story of the history of South Africa.
This is the most extensive book of its kind, and should be of interest in many

developing countries.
Mini Technology, MF 02-45, booklet, 76 pages, by B.R. Saubolle and Andreas
Bachmann, 1978, UNICEF/Nepal, out of print.
"This booklet is based very largely on the experience of the author, who was
born and bred in India. It gives mostly Indian solutions to problems encountered in
an earlier age before the onrush of modernity. It tells how to cool a house without
air-conditioning, how to chill beer without a refrigerator, how to produce gas for
cooking and lighting where there is no town supply, a way to make crows trap
themselves, several ways of getting hot water at no expense, and so on and so forth."
There are, in fact, four ways to cool food and yourself, four solar water heaters, an
unusual solar dryer, several cookers and ovens, a self-closing water standpipe, some
water filters, a one-person desk fan, a hand-held corn sheller, a fly trap, a fluorescent
light insect trap, and an African bee hive.
Delightfully written and full of unusual devices that are otherwise largely
undocumented.
Mini Technology II, MF 02-75, booklet, 68 pages, by Andreas Bachmann and B .R.
Saubolle, 1983, UNICEF/Nepal, out of print.
A companion volume to the original Mini Technology, this one provides
details on more devices and techniques. Included are a water-powered pestle
hammer, wooden winnowing fan, fence post driver, techniques for killing rats and
repelling mosquitoes, and more.
The Journal of the New Alchemists, volume 1, MF 02-79; volume 3, MF 02-80;
volumes 1-4 out of print, volumes 5 & 7 still available for $7.00 each from New
Alchemy Institute, 237 Hatchville Road, East Falmouth, Massachusetts 02536, USA.
The journals offer a sampling of the work of the New Alchemy Institute, an
organization working with sophisticated appropriate technologies, primarily for
temperate climates. The Institute also has a small farm in Costa Rica, at which some
of its members spend part of each year. Each journal contains a mix of practical and
theoretical articles, some of which are listed below.
Volume 4 (MF 02-81, 148 pages) includes:
a) description of intensive vegetable gardening activities
b) solar algae ponds for aquaculture
c) experiments with semi-enclosed fish culture systems
d) cage culture of fish
e) the Ark—a "bioshelter" for Prince Edward Island
f) backyard solar greenhouse
g) "Return to the Feminist Principle"
Volume 5 (MF 02-82, 152 pages, $7.00) includes:
a) New Alchemy sailwing windmill
b) Green Gulch sailwing windmill
c) Hydrowind development program (windgenerator using hydraulic fluid
pumped to the base of the tower where it drives a generator)
d) intensive gardening—mulches, bean pests, energy efficiency, earthworms

e) permanent agriculture
f) semi-enclosed aquatic ecosystems
g) small-scale trout farm
The Book of the New Alchemists, MF 02-24, 174 pages, edited by Nancy Jack Todd,
1977, New Alchemy Institute, out of print.
A collection of articles on the work of the New Alchemy Institute on Cape
Cod, Massachusetts. This group carries out probably the most scientifically
sophisticated work of any of the U.S.-based appropriate technology groups. The
articles are about gardening and small-scale farming, aquaculture in small ponds,
and "bioshelters" (primarily the Ark, a complex unit that combines passive solar
heating, greenhouse food production, fish raising and human living quarters).
Twenty pages are devoted to strategies for ecological farming in Costa Rica, where
some of the Institute members work part of the year. Most of these articles are
reprinted from the earlier issues of the annual Journal of the New Alchemists (see
review).
Pictorial Handbook of Technical Devices, MF 02-50, book, 600 pages, by O. Schwarz
and P. Grafstein, 1971, reprinted 1990, $55.00 from Chemical Publishing Company,
Inc., 80 Eighth Avenue, New York, New York 10011, USA.
This is an idea book with 5000 illustrations. Major sections are: machine
technology, magnetics and electronics, light and optics, industrial processes, power
generation, structural engineering, comfort heating and cooling, and measuring
devices. Short descriptions are provided for some of the more complex devices.
Materials used and exact dimensions are not given.
The Foxfire Books (volume 1, MF 02-32, $15.95 hardback, $13.95 paperback), Elliot
Wigginton, advisor, prices of other volumes listed below, from Doubleday
Consumer Services, P.O. Box 5071, Des Plaines, Illinois 60017-5071, USA; volumes
4,5, and 6 available as boxed set (paperback) for $20.85.
The Foxfire Books document the daily lives and traditional tools and
techniques of the mountain people of the eastern United States. Much of each
volume is given to interviews and conversations with old-timers in the region. As
an historical record, these books have proved immensely popular, selling over 1
million copies. Photos and drawings are abundant.
Because the books were written to record the history of these rural people,
they do not attempt to point out where technical improvements can be made. For
those who would like to use these as practical references, this is a considerable
obstacle, made worse by the fact that most of these techniques have remained nearly
unchanged for probably 150 years. Some of the contents of each:
Foxfire Book 2, MF 02-33,410 pages, 1973, $12.95 paperback.
Beekeeping techniques; wild plant foods; making an ox yoke, wagon wheels, a
wagon, a tub wheel for a vertical-axis water-powered grain mill; raising sheep for
wool, and carding, spinning, and weaving cloth; how to make a loom.

Foxfire Book 3, MF 02-34, 511 pages, 1975, $12.95 paperback.
Tanning hides; making banjos and dulcimers, a lumber kiln, a smokehouse,
butter churns, brooms, brushes, dolls and hats; using an animal-powered mill to
crush sorghum for syrup and candy (same as a sugar cane crushing mill).
Foxfire Book 4, MF 02-35, 496 pages, 1977, $14.00 paperback.
Making knives and carving wood; making fiddles, wooden plows and sleds,
wooden water pipes, traps, and cheese; gardening; building a still furnace (for
alcohol production).
Foxfire Book 5, MF 02-36, 511 pages, 1979, $12.95 paperback, $19.95 hardback.
Blacksmithing and gun making (flintlock rifles—230 pages); bear hunting.
Foxfire Book 6, MF 02-37, 507 pages, 1980, $12.95 paperback, $14.95 hardback.
Making a gourd banjo and song bow, toys and games (170 pages), shoes and
wooden locks; an old water-powered sawmill.
Simple Working Models of Historic Machines (Easily Built by the Reader) MF 02-54,
book, 79 pages, by A. Burstall, 1968, MIT Press, out of print in 1985.
Thirty-five different machines are presented in the form of drawings of
simple working models. The emphasis is on the essential operating features of the
machines. Most of the devices can be built with woodworking tools in a small
workshop; some of them, however, require machined metal gearing. A description
of the origin and use of each is provided.
The drawings include: great wheel lathe, treadle lathe, screw cutters for
wooden screws (male and female threads), a variety of pulleys and other lifting
devices, Chinese spoon-tilt hammer, escapement mechanisms in clocks, two kinds
of bellows, and machines for pumping and raising water (Archimedes' screw, chain
pump, suction pump, diaphragm pump, hydraulic ram).
The intent of the author is to "encourage a talent for experimenting and
improvising." The drawings illustrate important principles in mechanical
engineering. They can either serve as the basis for practical applications of these
principles, or as teaching models. "Much appeared to be learned by feeling and
touching a working model that otherwise eluded the students when only diagrams,
slides, or cinema films were used."
Village Technology Handbook, MF 02-64, book, 430 pages, VITA, 1970, revised 1988,
$19.95 (overseas orders add $3.00 for surface mail, $5.00 for airmail) from VITA;
Spanish and French editions also available from VITA for $14 95 each; also available
from TOOL.
"This handbook describes techniques and devices which can be made and
used in villages. Hopefully the book will generate new ideas as well as pass on
information which has already been tried."
The book "was conceived by VITA volunteers in 1962 as a means of bridging
the technical information gap which keeps the world's villages from learning from
one another's experience. The book's aim is to gather in one publication
information from many sources which has been found helpful in villages."
Subjects covered include:

a) Developing water resources (including basic well-drilling or digging
information, such as how to make a hand-operated earth boring machine).
b) Water lifting and transport (chain pump for irrigation, pipelines, hydraulic
ram pump).
c) Water storage and water power.
d) Water purification (for example, sand filters).
e) Health and sanitation (principles of latrine building).
f) Agriculture (earth-moving devices for irrigation and road-building,
underground irrigation using tiles, tile-making, grain drying, two-person bucket
sprayer, backpack crop duster).
g) Food processing and preservation (for example, iceless refrigerator).
h) Construction (concrete, bamboo, making glues).
i) Miscellaneous (solar water heater, hand-operated washing machines, soap
making, building a kiln for pottery, silk-screen printing, and winding a spring).
j) An appendix with conversion charts for English to metric units.
Due to the great amount of village technology development work that has
taken place in the last 15 years, this book is somewhat out of date. It still makes a
good introductory book and reference.
Soft Tech, MF 02-56, book, 175 pages, edited by Jay Baldwin and Stewart Brand, 1978,
out of print in 1985.
A compendium of the "soft technology" sections—articles and reviews of
products and books—from past issues of the CoEvolution Quarterly (itself an
extension of the Whole Earth Catalog—see reviews). What is "soft technology" to
the editors? " 'Soft' signifies that something is alive, resilient, adaptive, maybe even
lovable."
The emphasis here is on technologies that can be used in the U.S. Much of
this book provides access to products—identifying who is making and selling the
best quality and most unusual practical tools—from hand tools to machines and
renewable energy measuring devices. In this sense Soft Tech is a buyer's guide for a
"highly evolved toolbox." You'll also get a look at solar gadgets for U.S. homes, the
1891-1930 California solar water heater boom, energy-efficient cars and mopeds,
folding bicycles, wood-burning for space heat, underground buildings, owner
building strategies, passive solar design, and the New Alchemy Ark.
RAINBOOK: Resources for Appropriate Technology, MF 02-51, book, 256 pages, by
the editors of RAIN Magazine, 1977, out of print.
A compilation of information that has appeared in Rain Magazine (see
review) plus a lot of new material. Describes reference materials, activities of U.S.
groups, and includes articles on: appropriate technology, place, economics, creating
community, communications, transportation, shelter, agriculture, health, waste
recycling, and energy. The emphasis is on changing the U.S. towards decentralized,
environmentally appropriate technology, and having fun doing it.
Like the journal, RAINBOOK is the best single reference for Americans
looking for excellent resources for changing lifestyles so that we consume less of the
world's resources, while becoming fuller human beings ourselves.

Fichier Encyclopedique du Developpement Rural, MF 02-28, folders of leaflets,
available for 130 Francs per year, add 60FF foreign postage, from RESEAUX— La
Lettre du GRET, 34, rue Dumont d'Urville 75116-Paris, France
These are sets of leaflets, in French, on a wide variety of village technology
topics. The information is taken from French sources and international sources
such as VITA and Brace Research Institute. References for additional information
are given in each case. These leaflets offer an introduction to the concepts and
applications of many successful technologies. Some of the topics covered: soilcement block making, raising grapes and making wine in the tropics, water supply,
bamboo construction, and cane crushing for sugar production.
GRET has a large collection of other French language publications on village
technologies, and we urge readers in French-speaking countries to write to them for
their publications list.
MINKA: A favor de una autentica ciencia campesina, MF 02-46, journal, edited by
Grupo Talpuy, 3 issues per year, subscriptions $30.00 per year to Latin America,
$35.00 per year to all other countries, from MINKA, Apartado 222, Huancayo, Peru.
This Spanish-language journal provides the rural people ("campesinos") of
Peru with information on locally successful appropriate technologies. MINKA is
committed to a search for local solutions to local problems, through the
development of a more scientific approach among the campesinos. It emphasizes
technologies that have come out of the people's own experiences, such as the
waterpumping windmills built at Miramar. An attractive mix of drawings, cartoons,
photos and articles present information on a wide variety of subjects. Each issue
concludes with a project for children, with simple plans for a working model of a
tool or machine. Past issues have covered topics such as: "Is Mechanization
Progress? For Whom?", plans for a locally-designed spade that is easily made and
repaired, plans for a chain pump that can be built in a village, and a description of
traditional Inca and pre-Inca water technologies. There are also reviews of
illustrated manuals that can be of practical use to campesinos.
To the question "Do the campesinos read?", the editors answer that
publishing is always done in cities, on topics that city people want to read about. By
publishing a journal in a popular format on topics of direct concern to the
campesinos and with their input, the editors hope to encourage a wide readership in
the rural areas of Peru.
An outstanding example of a local communications resource for the sharing
of local ingenuity and information on appropriate technologies.
Simple Technologies for Rural Women in Bangladesh, MF 02-53, book, 70 pages, by
Elizabeth O'Kelly, 1983, free from UNICEF, CPO Box 58, Dhaka-1000, Bangladesh.
This is a compilation of simple equipment that can be made or purchased in
Bangladesh and many other developing countries. Only single drawings or photos
are included for most examples; for some items this is sufficient information to
make them.
The book begins with a description of the activities of rural women in
Bangladesh, and the tools and equipment they use. Some employment-generating
activities that could benefit rural women are suggested. Potentially relevant
technologies presented have been taken from a variety of sources (FAO, ITDG books

and equipment catalogs, the A.T. Sourcebook); these include vegetable coolers,
cooking stoves, threshers, winnowers, and water pumps. Some manufacturers'
addresses and a bibliography are included.
The author notes that "the division of labor between the sexes ... needs careful
study especially as in many countries the women enjoy considerable prestige as the
growers of food for their families–which they will lose if the pattern of living is
changed too drastically."
Economically Appropriate Technologies for Developing Countries: An Annotated
Bibliography, MF 02-27, book, 123 pages, compiled by Marilyn Carr, ITDG, 1976,
revised 1981, out of print.
This is an annotated list of 308 “reference materials on the economic aspects
of intermediate technology and its appropriateness.” Studies are of the following
categories of technologies: agriculture, housing, manufacturing, power sources,
water supplies, health services, and transport. Most of the studies “have been aimed
at assessing how ‘intermediate’ techniques compare in terms of capital and labour
productivity, employment generation, cost of production, and generation of surplus
with more conventional techniques.” Many of the conclusions of the reports are
given.
Appropriate Technology for Rural Development: The ITDG Experience, Occasional
Papers 2, MF 02-70, booklet, 31 pages, by D.W.J. Miles, 1982, £3.95 from ITDG.
As the best known of all the A.T. organizations, the Intermediate Technology
Development Group (ITDG) is contacted by people from all over the world. This
short booklet provides a nice summary of the experiences, philosophy and current
strategy of the group. It will aid readers in understanding what ITDG has defined as
its primary tasks, and thus what kinds of assistance and collaboration may be
possible.
“We see serious ‘training gaps’ at four levels:
–at the artisanal level, we see a need for practical training for people who will
be using appropriate technologies, such as brick makers ....
–at the enabling level of supervisors, foremen and managers of laborintensive operations ....
–at the professional level ... for designers and operating staff of institutions
and enterprises ....
–at the political level, where planners, administrators and decision-makers
need exposure to the wide variety of governmental and institutional changes which
may support and make more effective implementation and expansion of A.T.
programmes.”
Intermediate Technology in Ghana: The Experience of Kumasi University’s
Technology Consultancy Centre, MF 02-40, book, 111 pages, by Sally Holtermann,
ITDG, out of print.
Case studies are presented which document the Technology Consultancy
Center’s experience with projects for manufacturing glue, soap, animal feed, glass
beads, brass casting, nuts and bolts, and for broadloom weaving, and the
development of a “plant construction unit.” Each project is analyzed in the context
of the local economy and government policies. Background information on the TCC

may be valuable to people wishing to replicate the TCC model.
Guide to Technology Transfer in East, Central, and Southern Africa, MF 02-38, book,
134 pages, by Anthony Ellman, Bruce Mackay, and Tony Moody, 1981,
Commonwealth Secretariat, out of print.
Many people in East, Central and Southern Africa are dependent upon
equipment purchased at high cost from Europe while low-cost, locally-adapted
alternatives are available within the region. This guide catalogs a variety of
equipment for agriculture and home industry. It includes good drawings and
ordering information. Country guides for Botswana, Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi,
Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe give data on the countries’
agriculture, transportation, freight companies, trade regulations, and customs tariffs.
This is a good model for catalogs covering other regions too.
Field Directors’ Handbook, MF 02-29, loose-leaf notebook, about 400 pages, edited by
Brian Pratt and Jo Boyden, 1981, 1985 edition £11.95 from Oxfam Publications, 274
Banbury Road, Oxford OX2 7DZ, England; also from ITDG and TOOL.
This manual, designed as a guide for Oxfam field staff in evaluating,
supporting, and advising community development projects, is a survey of key
approaches to assessing and approaching rural needs. The Handbook includes
sections on agriculture, health, social development, humanitarian programs, and
disaster relief. It is a good overview of approaches to participatory needs assessment,
project planning, and techniques that facilitate high degrees of participation.
Appropriate Technology Research Projects, MF 02-20, book, 66 pages, by M.M. Hoda,
$1.00 plus postage from Appropriate Technology Development Association, P.O. Box
311, Gandhi Bhawan, Lucknow 226001, U.P., India.
This is a notable little book because it suggests possible student projects on
practical applications of appropriate technology, and lists a large number of such
projects currently being undertaken.
“It requires some imagination to conceive and formulate the problems and
introduce them in the institutions. Real life problems should be given to the
students rather than theoretical problems, if the maximum benefit is sought to be
derived from them. Before that can be done, the concept of appropriate technology
has to be fully understood to apply its principles for the solutions of the problems.
There are many constraints and impediments which seriously restrict the scope of
working in a rural surrounding, like absence of electricity, lack of communication,
unavailability of materials, servicing and repairs. The designer has to keep all of
these aspects in mind in order to design equipment suitable for village use.”
The author also discusses: the early beginnings of the village technology
movement in India and the important roles played by Tagore, Gandhi, and the
Sarvodaya movement; the current situation in India; the emergence of the
Appropriate Technology Development Association; and the philosophy that
underlies appropriate technology.

World Neighbors in Action, quarterly newsletter, $10.00 per year airmail (free to
southern developing nations) from World Neighbors, 5226 North Portland,
Oklahoma City, OK 73112, USA; also available in Spanish and French.
This newsletter sometimes has how-to-do-it information. In particular, the
following issues may be of interest ($1.25 each):
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.

4,
6,
6,
7,

No. 1E: how-to section on visual aids.
No. 1E: information on soil testing.
No. 2E: how-to section on contour ditches for soil conservation (MF 02-67).
No. 1E: information on growing, pruning, and grafting fruit trees.
Other printed materials from World Neighbors include:

a) Visual Aids Tracing Manual (MF 02-65, 20 pages, $2.00): Ideas and step-by-step
instructions for making filmstrips by drawing on polyvinyl or acetate plastic. Pages
of drawings included to aid an extension worker in making his or her own
filmstrips. Available in English, Spanish, and an African edition in French.
b) The Use of Radio in Family Planning (MF 02-63, $2.50): 60 Pages of text and 100
pages of appendices including family planning radio scripts from 18 countries.
c) Introducing Family Planning in Your Neighborhood ( MF 02-42, 40 pages, $3.50):
Designed to help family planning workers organize their approach in the
community, and to enable other community development workers to include
family planning motivation in their current extension work. Includes 14
“experience stories” illustrating some of the problems faced and how they have been
overcome.
d) There are two catalogs of identical information, one in English and one in
Spanish. Both list all of World Neighbors overseas development publications
including filmstrips, flip charts, newsletters and books on agriculture, food
production, health care and nutrition, community development, and family
planning. Ordering information is included. Catalogs are free. There are now more
than 75 filmstrips listed. Prices of the filmstrips start at $10.00. About half of these
are on family planning. Other subjects include: rat control, fish farming, mushroom
growing, grain storage, taking soil samples, small plot irrigation, rabbit raising, and
the proper care of young and sick children.
Small Technical Libraries, MF 31-768, booklet, 40 pages, by D.J. Campbell, 1973,
reprinted 1980, UNESCO, out of print in 1984.
In this valuable little book you will find lots of good ideas that will prove
very helpful in organizing and effectively operating a small technical library to
support the work of a small research institute or technical information
clearinghouse. The author emphasizes frequent meetings with the research staff to
better understand and provide for their information needs, and make them aware
of newly arrived reference materials of possible interest.
Recommended.

How to Build Up a Simple-Multidimensional Documentation System on
Appropriate Technology, MF 02-73, paper, 8 pages, by Urs Heierli, 1982, Swiss Francs
3.50 from SKAT.
The addition of a card catalogue to a small library allows information to be
found more easily by creating a simple index. This is because several or many cards
can be filed on a document, allowing the user to find it when looking at cards for
any major topic covered by that document. For example, a paper describing a windpowered irrigation pump in Thailand might have cards filed under “windpower,”
“irrigation,” “waterpumping,” and “Thailand.” If shelf placement is the only system
of filing, a document can only be found by looking in one place.
This short paper describes a simple card catalog. For a more extensive
discussion of how to organize and operate a library for the specific needs and
interests of your organization, see Small Technical Libraries.
Microcomputers in Development: A Manager’s Guide, paperback book, 188 pages, by
Marcus D. Ingle, Noel Berge, and Marcia Hamilton, 1983, $16.75 plus postage from
Kumarian press, 630 Oakwood Avenue, Suite 119, West Hartford, Connecticut
06110-1529, USA.
“There is little question that within several years microcomputers will play a
substantial role in the less developed countries. At the same time we must
recognize the potential for dysfunctional as well as beneficial effects of the
introduction of microcomputers. Microcomputers can build or block the
maintenance of a collaborative relationship within working groups. There are many
indications that how the microcomputer is introduced will influence its success
profoundly. For example, the capabilities of microcomputers can give the illusion
that centralized control is appropriate for situations that require greater local
autonomy for effective performance of tasks. Finally, whatever the potential net
advantages of microcomputers in a specific situation, one must reckon with and be
prepared to cope with the transitional costs and difficulties involved in the
introduction of any new technology."
"This guide is intended for development personnel who are associated with
the management of projects or institutions. It focuses on individual managers,
management teams, or related support personnel who are likely to purchase a
single-user microcomputer or who already have one and are interested in
expanding and sustaining its use in a development organization."
Written specifically for use in development work in developing countries,
this book provides a solid overview of what the introduction of a microcomputer
can mean to a project or institution, examining both positive and negative aspects.
A good deal of attention is paid to assessing whether a microcomputer would be of
use in a given situation, and how to select the proper equipment and software.
Examples are given of how microcomputers have been used in the development
context, and several systems which were purchased for work in development are
given as examples of complete packages.
Some of the equipment described is no longer available or has been replaced
by better alternatives, and some of the experience reported has now become
outdated. However, we imagine that these shortcomings will be corrected in a new
edition of the book scheduled in 1986.
Appendices include information on how to provide a stable, safe electrical
power supply for the computer, and lists of periodicals and names and addresses of

computer manufacturers. Very useful.
The Women's Computer Literacy Handbook, book, 254 pages, by Deborah L. Brecher,
1985, $10.95 plus $1.50 postage from The New American Library, Inc., P.O. Box 999,
Bergenfield, New Jersey 07621, USA.
This clearly-written book uses non-technical language to introduce the
terminology, hardware (or physical components), and software (or programs) of
microcomputers, providing the reader with a solid understanding of the basic
concepts. It includes very good explanations of software for word processing and
data base management. Although some of the material is quite sophisticated, the
text never gets heavy and difficult to read.
For those planning to purchase a computer, there is some discussion of the
important categories (IBM-compatible, CP/M, etc.), but no attempt is made to
present an exhaustive list of products. Since this book is intended for a U.S.
audience, the numerous special considerations for developing countries are not
treated. Equally appropriate for women and men.
Dick's Encyclopedia of Practical Receipts and Processes, MF 02-26, book, 607 pages,
originally published in 1870, reprinted 1974, out of print in 1985.
This book is from an era when American families were largely self-sufficient.
It contains 6400 formulas and recipes for a wide range of household and small
workshop processes. It is not a cookbook, but instead covers subjects such as making
soap entirely from natural raw materials, waterproofing, making glues and cements
for many different applications, and making paints, inks and lacquers. The majority
of these recipes will probably not be relevant to appropriate technology practitioners,
but there is such an enormous volume of information here that the useful material
may still make the book a good purchase.
Some of the terms used are no longer common in English, and a large
number of the basic chemicals and substances will be unfamiliar. However, it may
be easier to obtain these basic substances in some developing countries that have
chemist's shops remaining from colonial times.
We suggest this book for use only by people who understand English well.
The Formula Manual, MF 02-31, by Norman Stark, 1975, 1980; out of print in 1986.
This volume is filled with 558 formulas for household products, many of
which are relevant to the Third World. All have been chosen to be made in the
home, with simple tools. Thus some of these might be appropriate for production in
small-scale industry efforts in the Third World. Equipment needed is very simple:
double boilers (one pot sitting on top of a second pot filled with water), wooden
spoons, mixing bowls, measuring cups, thermometers.
The author claims that some of the formulas have been "modified from large
scale manufacturing quantities to small batches that are suitable for the do-ityourselfer," and that "all are tested under actual use conditions."
There is a listing of the usual sources of supply for the chemicals used (mostly
drugstores, hardware stores and grocery stores in the U.S., though sometimes
chemical supply houses). All these chemicals are defined in an appendix.
Some examples: waterproofing mixture for concrete, waterproofing mixture
for canvas (using soybean oil and turpentine), mixtures to protect wood from fire

and termites, biodegradable laundry detergent, mixture for fireproofing cloth,
chimney soot remover, safe cockroach poison, airtight seal for canning, bay leaves
used in stored flour and cereals to repel insects, liquid glue, mixtures for the repair
of holes in galvanized roofing sheets, automobile radiator leak sealer, and tire leak
sealer.
Knots for Mountaineering, Camping, Climbing, Utility, Rescue, Etc., MF 02-43,
booklet, 27 pages, by Phil D. Smith, 1975, out of print in 1985.
Fifty-six useful knots are illustrated and briefly described in an informative
"how to do it" pamphlet. Includes many variations on the common loops, splices,
and hitches which should allow those with some prior experience in utility rope
work to apply the most appropriate knot to the job at hand.
Appropriate Technology Institutions: A Review, Occasional Papers 7, MF 02-69,
book, 74 pages, by Richard Whitcombe and Marilyn Carr, 1982, £3.95 from ITDG.
"The broad purpose of this study is ... to review, classify and analyze the
experience gained in the establishment and operation of AT institutions, to identify
their purposes and objectives, strengths and weaknesses, achievements, and
problems." The discussion is based upon ITDG's familiarity with some 60
appropriate technology institutions. Unlike the other booklets in this series on
institutions, this one does not primarily list and describe particular institutions.
Instead, the authors have attempted to make some conclusions about A.T.
institutions as a group.
"Examples of projects which have taken technologies beyond the pilot stage
into widespread production and use are very thin on the ground."
"Non-governmental organizations that concentrate on a few technical subject
areas in which their staff have specific expertise have often worked successfully on
rural technology programmed both in establishing small rural industries and in
improving living standards in rural communities. Without institutional affiliation
they have had to develop a methodology for utilizing the research and
development facilities and extension services of others, and some have become
skillful at this, thus allowing concentration of their own resources on neglected
aspects of the implementation process."
A Guide to Appropriate Technology Institutions, MF 02-72, book, 124 pages, by
Angela Sinclair, l985, £5.95 from ITDG.
Here are interesting 2-5 page summaries of the historical evolution and
activities of each of some 40 A.T. institutions around the world. This will allow the
reader to quickly get a basic understanding of the major players in this field. ITDG
has also published in-depth reports on several of these organizations, issued as
separate books, and a directory which simply lists addresses of a much larger
number of groups (see review of A.T. Institutions: A Directory).

Appropriate Technology Institutions: A Directory, MF 02-68, booklet, 36 pages, ITDG,
1987, £3.95 from ITDG.
In the interest of creating a low-cost, up-to-date listing of active appropriate
technology institutions, ITDG has published this directory of some 180 groups
worldwide (addresses only). ITDG intends to regularly update this list.
Appropriate Technology Directory, MF 02-21, book, 361 pages, by Nicolas Jequier and
Gerard Blanc of the Development Center of the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD), 1979, $22.50 in English or French, from
OECD Publications Office, 2 rue Andre Pascal, 75775 Paris Cedex 16, France; or OECD
Information and Publications Center, Suite 1207, 1750 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.,
Washington D.C. 20006, USA.
"The idea for such a 'Who's doing What' in the field of appropriate
technology grew out of hundreds of requests for information addressed to the OECD
Development Center .... In trying to provide these answers, we soon discovered that
the number of organizations involved in developing and diffusing 'appropriate,'
'intermediate,' or 'soft' technologies was considerably larger than anyone had
suspected .... What we have attempted to do here is to present in a standardized way
... all the basic information about organizations involved in the promotion of
appropriate technology, both in the industrialized and developing countries."
280 groups and organizations are listed alphabetically by country. Text on each
organization includes information about origin, funding, main objectives, examples
of technologies worked with, and future plans. Data on scale of activities, budget,
and staffing are also given when available.
Tinker, Tailor, Technical Change: Technologies from the People, MF 02-84, book, 288
pages, edited by M.S. Gamser, H. Appleton, and N. Carter, 1990, £10.95 from ITDG.
This volume offers a grab bag of case studies of localized technologies and
technical knowledge that are not widely understood within "professional" circles.
The most unusual of these include a Kenyan coffee pulper, artificial reefs in India,
and a pipe-frame multipurpose tool bar in India (perhaps the only successful
animal-drawn multipurpose tool bar anywhere). Other topics include improved
stoves, Nepalese watermills, and Nigerian cassava graters, all of which are given
more in-depth coverage in other books. Little technical information is provided on
any of these technologies; the focus is on the evolution and local response to the
technologies.
The history and evolution of the Indian multipurpose toolbar is particularly
noteworthy, as the toolbar has been successful in Gujarat, but similar devices have
been unsuccessful virtually everywhere else. By 1989, 236 different fabricators in
Gujarat were making variations of the toolbar, each producing 30 to 1000 units per
year. "Field tests indicate that, compared to its traditional substitutes, the tool bar is
lighter, requires less draft, and is more efficient and superior in terms of seed-rate,
plant spacing, and quality of work. Not all farmers and artisans, however, are
convinced about the higher efficiency of the tool bar, though most of them agree
that it requires less effort. The major factor contributing to the popularity of the tool
bar is its cost advantage. All respondents interviewed by us agreed that it is less
costly both in terms of the initial investment, and repair and maintenance costs.

The equipment is multipurpose, and, if adopted fully, can replace 10 traditional and
three improved implements. The cost advantages become even more significant
when the farmer is eligible for subsidy .... While the subsidy adds to the advantage of
the tool bar over traditional implements, it is almost impossible to isolate the
impact of the government subsidy on the diffusion/adaptation process. However, it
is certain that the subsidy scheme has contributed to" the toolbar's popularity.
"The story of the tool bar brings into sharper focus the issue of centralized and
decentralized innovation-diffusion systems. The centralized (classical) diffusion
model has dominated the thinking of scholars and policy makers. Classical diffusion
theory fails to capture the complexity of relatively decentralized diffusion systems in
which innovations originate from numerous sources and evolve as they diffuse."
Appropriate Engineering Technology for Developing Countries, book, 259 pages, by
A.J. Francis and D.S. Mansell, 1988, available from Research Publications Pty. Ltd., 12
Terra Cotta Drive, Blackburn, Victoria, Australia 3130.
This book is intended to provide a broad overview of the conditions, options,
and likely priorities for technologists working in developing countries. The early
chapters are devoted to a discussion of the circumstances and basic economics that
underlie the need for appropriate technologies. Next are chapters on food and
agriculture, small-scale manufacturing, energy, public health, building and
construction, and transport and communications, all sprinkled with interesting
examples from Asia.
Last is a chapter on technical education in less developed countries. The
authors "hope that the book will be of use as a text supporting courses on the subject
of appropriate technology in universities in the Third World." The book emerged
from the materials used in a masters program in development technologies at the
University of Melbourne, which is a program that has attracted students from a
variety of developing countries
Bibliography of Appropriate Technology Information for Developing Countries:
Selected Abstracts from the NTIS Data File, MF 02-22,452 pages, edited by Paul
Bundick, 1983, accession no. PB83-113 852, paper edition $7.50 domestic, $15.00
foreign; microfiche $8.00 domestic, $16.00 foreign; from NTIS.
This bibliography contains 2000 annotated entries, chosen from the materials
held by the National Technical Information Service (NTIS). The editor hopes that
this information can be adapted for "direct benefits which foster self-reliance and a
sense of dignity among the poor." This publication came out of a collaborative effort
between NTIS, the U.S. Agency for International Development, and VITA.
Unfortunately, few of the reports included were originally written with any
sensitivity to the concept of appropriate technology. These are mostly reports on
research projects; there are virtually no practical publications with information that
can be directly applied. Recommended only for those willing to work their way
through a lot of extraneous information in search of a few valuable items.
To label this collection of government (mostly AID) research papers
"appropriate technology" is to ignore the dramatic shift of development strategy
represented by the appropriate technology movement. An awkward dilemma facing
A.T. supporters is the question of how to extract the valuable technical information
from past research efforts which neglected social factors, and which were based on
now discredited assumptions (e.g. about acceptable levels of investment per job

created). Because this bibliography does not help the reader to identify the relevant
portions of these research papers, we recommend that you handle it with great
caution.
Guide to Convivial Tools, Library Journal Special Report #13, MF 02-83, 112 pages,
by Valentina Borremans, 1979, R.R. Bowker Company, New York, out of print.
This annotated bibliography was produced by Valentina Borremans, director
of the Centro Intercultural de Documentation (CIDOC) in Cuernavaca, and a close
associate of Ivan Illich. (It was Illich who coined the term "convivial tool"—see
review of Tools for Conviviality). The bibliography "lists and describes 858 volumes
and articles that, in their turn, list books on alternatives to industrial society or
people who write on that subject."
"This new discipline deals with the cultural, social and political conditions
under which use-value oriented modern tools can and will be widely used, and
with the renewal of ethics, politics, and aesthetics which is made possible by the
democratically decided limitation of the industrial mode of production."
There are three kinds of people in the intended audience: 1) the librarian
attempting to create a specialized research library away from the large general
libraries; 2) the librarian in the industrialized countries who wishes to expand the
reference section on this topic; and 3) the individual researcher without access to a
library at all.
Non-Agricultural Choice of Technology: An Annotated Bibliography of Empirical
Studies, MF 02-49, book, 84 pages, by Gareth Jenkins with an introduction by Frances
Stewart, Institute of Commonwealth Studies, 1975, Oxford University, out of print.
Provides access to a fascinating list of studies on technology choice, with
implications for many of the debated economic aspects of appropriate technology
theory. The annotations make very interesting and valuable reading even without
going to the original articles.

